Three years of silence
explode with the sounds
of U2's Achtung Baby
See arts pullout

Students fight for reduced
number of months in
winter parking ban
Seepages

UNH men's hockey
comes from behind to
beat Boston University
See sports back page
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Champions
Wildcats win Yankee Conference title,
beat UMass Saturday 35-28 away
By Chris York
TNH Staff

R erve tackle Bob Jones drenches Coach Bill Bowes with gator de to celebrate the team s victory (Scott
W thers/fNH Staff. photo).

Plymouth State's w

_______ ________
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gets shelved by its editors
By Alan J. Keays
TNH Staff
Last week, the editorial staff ofPlymouth
State College's student newspaper The Clock
suspended publication indefinitely because
of an obscene personal three editors placed in
the paper at the beginning of the month.
"No one is fired, no one has resigned, we
just suspended ourselves." James Hamlin,
editor in chief of The Clock, said last night.
Hamlin and two other editors claim full
responsibility for the ad, which many called
racist and sexist.
Hamlin and four other editors decided
early Friday morning to suspend printing in
order to save the integrity of The Clock.
Plymouth State College's president William

hopefully be back in the same positions,"
Hamlin said. "I would not resign if they
called for my resignation."
Robert Keren, director of news services
at Plymouth State College, said, "Our students
were outraged, men as well as women. There

Clock, page 9

UNH Sports Information Director Eric McDowell has a replica
of the trophy that is awarded to the
Yankee Conference champion each
year. This year, the UNH Wildcats
will bring home the real thing since
they clinched the Yankee Conference title Saturday, beating UMass
35-28.
It's been 15 years since the
trophy has found its home in
Durham - the Wildcats won back-

Wildcats, page 2

Hollle sweet hollle
UNH football gets home field advantage
By Chris York
TNH Staff
The tension was thick in the Lundholm
gym pressbox Sunday night as 25 anxious
reporters and coaches waited for the results of
theNCAADivision 1-AA playoffmatchups
to come in over the wire from Florida. Only
16 teams would make the cut, out of dozens
of hopefuls.
The shuffling stilled as the voice of

Florida A&M's Walter Reed crackled over
the wires of the teleconference phoneline
connecting 25 schools around the country.
Reed began reading the listings of the pairings for this Saturday's first round of playoffs.
UNH Coach Bill Bowes scribbled down
the matchups as they came across the wire.
He analyzed each combination, trying to determine where his team might be going.
The team's bags were packed and UNH

Football, page 2

Acacia loses recognition
By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff
Acacia fraternity, no longer under the
jurisdiction of UNH's conduct system. will
deal solely with the criminal system if any
future hazing or alcohol problems should
occur at the fraternity.
According to Betsy Parente, assistant
director of Student Activities, Acacia is no
longer recognized by the University because
of a hazing incident that occurred last April.
Sanctions had been brought against the
fraternity because of a specific incident. but
its prior history was taken into account when
setting the sanctions, Parente said. The fraternity is no longerrecognized by the University
because it did not comply with the sanctions,

J. Ferrell supported the editors' decision,
Hamlin said. The paper will not print again
until its editors receive a recommendation
from the media advisory board.
"Now hopefully, people can understand
we made a mistake and we 're sorry," Hamlin
said.
At this time, Hamlin and the two other
editors who were responsible for the personal
do not plan to resign. "Next semester, we will

to-back in 1975-76 under Coach
Bill Bowes.
UNH came into this game with
a lot hanging over its head. The
game was played at UMass, where
UNH has not won a game in 15
years. The game would determine if
the 'Cats would be champs.
"We had the jinx on our mind,
being at UMass, having not won
there since '76, it was for the title,
and we just had to set those things
aside and go out," said UNH quarterback Matt Griffin. "We knew

Acacia fraternity is no longer recognized by the University (File photo).

Acacia, page 9
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•Wildcats break UMass
jinx with Saturday's win
From page 1
that we could beat this team. Our Oline did a great job against their pass
rush, because they have a real good
defensive line and we had time to
throw."
And throw he did. Griffin was
the key to UNH's offense as he
completed 18 of 33 passes for 366
yards and four touchdowns. His
golden arm earned him Yankee
Conference and ECAC Offensive
Player of the Week, the Bill Knight
trophy, awarded to the MVP of the
UNH-UMass game, and the CocaCola Gold Helmet, awarded to the
best New England college player of
the week.
Griffin started the scoring for
UNH, completing a 70-yard pass to
David Gamble, his primary receiver
for the day. Gamble finished the
day with six catches for 177 yards.
"(Griffin) playedagreatgame,"
Gamble said. "His leadership came
about."
The Cats had no choice but to
pass. The field was so wet and
muddy that tailback Barry Bourassa
couldn't keep his feet. The tailback
totaled only 40 yards on 19 carries.
UNH held a seven-point lead
through the first quarter and into the
second until Minuteman Jerome
Bledsoe ran 16 yards into the end
zone.
The Wildcats stuck it back in
the endzone on their next possession.
On first down, Griffin dropped the
slippery ball on the snap and immediately fell on it. On second
down, Griffin dropped the ball
again, this time picking it up and
scrambling away from pressure.
Griffin stepped up and launched a
pass to receiver Mike Cranney for a
60-yard New Hampshire gain.
Cranny was tackled one yard shy of
the goal line, and Bourassa did the
rest of the work, scoring from the
one.
New Hampshire led at the half
14-7, but UMass struck first in the
third quarter on a 25-yard field goal

kick by Jim Maguire. Though it had
scored, the UMass offense was
whimpering. Early in the first quarter, UMass quarterback Dave
McGovern was grounded by UNH
defensive end Dwayne Sabb.
McGovern left the game after that
series with a bad shoulder, and
UMass tried two other quarterbacks
to get the offense moving.
UNH scored again in the third,
this time Qriffin hit receiver John
Perry in the right comer of the end
zone for an 11-yard touchdown.
The Minutemen would make
another unusual score as defensive
end Matt Tulley rushed in on Griffin. Tulley swatted away a Griffin
pass and the ball never left Griffin's
hand. Tulley grabbed the ball, ran
over Griffin, and 25 yards into the
end zone.
The fourth quarter started with
yet another UNH score. Griffin hit
Gamble 46 yards down field setting
up a 6-yard TD pass to tight end
Matt Chmura.
The 'Cats had wrapped the
game up, but would score once more

in dramatic fashion. Griffin connec_ted once again with Gamble on
the 10 yardline. Gamble earned the
rest himself, facing two defenders
at the three yardline. Gamble leaped
at least five feet in the air over the
two Minutemen and into the
endzone.
"I was close to the goal line and
I just wanted to get it in," said
Gamble. "I did everything I possibly could. I knew there were two
guys and I had to do something, so
I knew that if I jumped, my momentum would probably carry me
into the endzone."
UMass scored two more
touchdowns in vain, one of which
was scored on the last play of the
game.
UNH shares the YC title with
Villanova and Delaware, as the three
teams also share the same records.
The 'Cats now face an unfamiliar Samford team in the first
round of the NCAA playoffs.
Samford finished the season with a
10-1 record. The game is Saturday
at 12 p.m. at Cowell Stadium.

Receiver David Gamble celebrates a touchdown
(Scott Withers/TNH Staff, photo).

UNH defense swarms UM ass rendering its offense helpless
(Scott Withers/TNH Staff, photo).

•Cats to host

From page 1

football secretary Nancy Brown sat
listening for the UNH announcement, ready to make the proper
travel arrangements.
The first four teams had already been announced.
"Villanova will face Youngstown State at Youngstown ..."
The first Yankee Conference
team had been announced.
Villanova, who received the automatic bid from the conference, was
playing away.
" ... the University of Delaware
will face James Madison University... "
The second Yankee Conference
team had been announced. Delaware was hosting.
" ... the winnerof the DelawareJames Madison game will play the
winner of the Samford-University
of New Hampshire game ... "
An end zone-to-end zone smile
crossed Bowes' face. In his 20th
year of coaching at the University
of New Hampshire, Bowes is
coaching his first Div. 1-AA playoff team.
As Bowes began planning
strategy for the game in Birmingham, Ala., the wire announcement
continued.
" ... New Hampshire will host."

First Round

November 30

Quarterfinals
No.1

Nevada 11-0

December7

No.2

*Eastern Kentuck

McNeese State La. 6-3-2
Villanova Pa. 10-1
*Youn stown State Ohio 8-3
No.4

Delaware 10-1

*Middle Tennessre State 8-3
Sam Houston State Tex. 8-2-1
No.3

*Northern Iowa 10-1
Weber State Utah

Samford Ala. 10-1

*Mashall W. Va.

*New Ham hire 9-2

Western Illinois 7-3-1

There was a second of silence
as it sank in. Bowes sat straight up
in his chair and his smile turned into
joyous laughter. Sports Information Director Eric McDowell ran to
the speaker as if he had heard the
announcement wrong, or was
waiting for a correction.
Not only was UNH in the playoffs, but hosting.
·..1 was so surprised, it kind of
stunned me that we 're going to have
the game played here," said Bowes.
"I think all of us just somewhat
assumed that we were going to be
travelling. Maybe it's a reward for
not having been chosen last year."
No one knows why lJNH was
chosen as a host school. but several
theories quickly formulated in the
room. UNH men's athletic director
Gib Chapman said he had put in a
bid for home field to the commission, stating that UNH could fill the
stands regardless of the empty
campus on Thanksgiving weekend.
Chapman said the Durham community would have enough interest
and would come out to support the
team. He also said that the UNH
student body is primarily comprised
of students from New Hampshire
and Massachusetts who have
enough school pride to return and
see the game.
The game will not be covered
on television and that will also help
attendance.
It's been an exciting weekend
leading into an exciting week.
"At this point in time, it has just
been a tremendous weekend," said
Bowes. "The game yesterday, and
then to find out today that we not
only make the playoffs, but we also
have an opportunity to host."
This Saturday, the 'Cats take
the first step toward what could be
UNH's first football national championship. With so many surprises
happening this weekend, who
knows?
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Senator blasts Gov. Gregg for USNH budget cuts
King says education is key to a stronger economy for the state
By Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff
Asa means ofdeveloping closer
ties between the University and the
state's leaders, the Student Senate is
bringing members of the New
Hampshire Legislature in to speak
at their meetings.
"I'm looking toward getting as
many state leaders here as JX)Ssible
so that we can develop that relationship," said Mark Fischler, chairperson of Students For the University
Council (SFU).
Sunday night, Sen. Wayne
King,asStudentSenate'sthirdguest
from the state legislature, told senate members that they are the people

who are going to make changes in
the world.
"Change is the rule in society,"
King said. "Change is the rule in our
world. If you are willing to take
back the vested interests in the state,
that will happen."
King, who received his undergraduate degree from UNH in 1977
and his masters in education from
UNH in 1980, is a big advocate of
education.
In his proposed 16-Point Plan
For Economic Development in New
Hampshire, King said the "intellectual infrastructure" point is one of
the most important parts of the bill
because the point ties education with
improving the economy.
"We have little resources to

Sen. Wayne King informs the Student Senate of his plans for state
(Matthew Becker/TNH Staff photo).

count on in New Hampshire," King
said. "We have one thing to ensure
us of a good economy and that is the
people. We have to invest in them.
We have to invest in education and
training."
King criticized Gov. Judd Gregg
for cutting the University system
budget before knowing how much
money would be available for Medicaid.
King also encourages research
and development to spur economic
development.
Tax reforms are another goal in
King's 16-Point Plan.
"In an economy that relies on
business taxes in a recession, that
hurts," King said. "We should have
a tax structure that produces new
revenue through economic growth,
like incomes taxes, for example."
King said he is concerned about
the environment. f'TheFederal Clean
Air Act is going to require us to
change the way we do things in the
state," said King. "Specifically, we
have to reduce air pollution," said
King.
King openly criticized the
Governor's handling of the state
throughout the speech. "Gov. Gregg
said that he was doing the best that
he can. That's the problem, he is,"
King said.
King said he is considering
running for governor, but he was
quick to add that nothing is definite.
King, the~Democratic Whip in the
New Hampshire Senate, is also the
Environmental Committee Chairperson and the vice chair of the
Public Affairs Committee. He is on
the Executive Department Committee, the Economic Development
Committee and the Wildlife Recreation Committee in the state legislature.
Student Senate Executive Officer Amy Papaioanou, a junior, said
she liked Sen. King's speech. "I
thought he had a lot of good points,"
Papaioanou said. She said she felt
from the way he spoke, education
was one of his top priorities.

Also in Senate Sunday night:
•Senate approved a proposal for designating one co-ed
bathroom for each floor of single-gender residence halls.
•Senate approved a proposal to convert the Upper Quad
residence halls into a co-ed area. Currently, all halls in the
Upper Quad are female with the exception of 18 males
living in the halls. Residents of the Upper Quad came in to
lobby against the proposal, saying they did not_want to see
the opportunity to live in a single-sex residence hall taken
away from students.
•S~nate approved the Recreational Facility Referendum. The proposal was to offer a questionnaire to students
concerning their support of a new recreational sports facility
on campus. Students would be asked whether they would
pay a $50 fee to use the facilities.
"I like him because he is a real
dynamic character," she said Student Body President Malinda
Lawrence. "I like hearing from legislators that aren't particularly status quo and who aren't afraid to talk
about change. I think the longer the
state stays locked in its current
mindset toward funding education,
the worse the quality of education
will get in the state."
Scott Cibotti, a junior and senate member representing the commuters, said he favored King's stance
on education. "The point that I
agreed with is that New Hampshire

does not have a lot of resources," he
said.
"Although we have trees, it's
not enough to sustain us. Our number one offering is brain-power,"
Cibotti said. "We should be investing in our children's education for
the sole purpose of having something that New Hampshire can offer
the world and generate income to
sustain life as we know it"
"Wayne is an excellent example
of a person who is trying to improve
that relationship and do everything
possible on behalf of the University,"
Fischler said.

Three students named to vice
president search committee
By Steven Salmeri
TNH Staff
Three students will help in the
search for a new vice president of
Student Affairs.
The students are Ben Borell,
Greek representative on Student
Senate, Kimberly Gilbert, an RA,
andMalindaLawrence, student body
president. The three were recommended by Student Senate to fill the
three undergraduate postitions on
the committee that is responsible
for screening and hiring someone
for the position, which is being by
Dan DiBiasio.
"Once the committee is finalizedandholds it's firstmeeting,there

will be more specific details," said
J. Gregg Sanborn, who is executive
assistant to the president and in
charge of forming the committee.
The 16-person committee is
made up of three undergraduates,
one graduate, five staff, one representative from the Parents Association, one dean, one chair, three faculty and one affirmative action
committee member, who will be ex
officio.
The committee has not been
finalized, according to Sanborn. He
said he hopes the positions will be
filled within the next week so
committee members can hold its
first meeting sometime after
Thanksgiving.
"I have otherrecommendations

for the other positions on the committee, but they are not finalized as
of yet," Sanborn said.
T h e
committee will be seeking someone
who "has a background and progressive, responsible experience in
student affairs or related fields,"
according to Sanborn.
"We're looking for a person
who can represent and advocate the
students and their welfare on campus," Sanborn said.
A c cording to Sanborn, there have been
no applicants for the position of vice
president of StudentAffairs. "There
is an interest to make sure to encourage women and minority applicants," Sanborn said.
Both Sanborn and Lawrence
said there needs to be a proper bal-

J. Gregg Sanborn hopes the committee to rmd a new vice president
for Student Affairs will soon be complete (file photo).
ance of individuals on the committee. Sanborn feels there shoud be
equal representation between
women and men and schools and
colleges. He said he hopes residents,
greeks, commuters and graduates
all sit on the committee.
Borell said no formal application was given. "She [Lawrence]
just called me, and spoke to me in

person about the committee," Borell
said.
'Tm expectipg that we will
conduct a thorough search for a new
vice president," said Borell about
the committee.
Sanborn said he hopes to have
the vice presidential position filled
by July 1, 1992.
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PAVE hunger banquet raises

·
money and makes student think

By Nicole Desmarais
TNH Staff
About 213 people went hungry Thursday night in the Granite State Room.
These people sat on the floor and ate a
typical third-world meal that consisted of
water and rice at the People for the Advancementof People (PAVE) Oxfam Hunger
Banquet.
According to PAVE member Anne
Brown, PAVE tried to recreate the world in
the Granite State Room in an effort to give
participants a global perspective.
"Although we are constantly surrounded
by wealth, we are not the majority," Brown
said.
About250 people came to the banquet to
raise money for Oxfam America.
Oxfam implements programs in thirdworldcountries that will improve technology,
educate and prepare the impoverished people
of those countries to build a future that will
allow them the possibility to someday end
their hunger.
Soup, bread and water was served to 30
percent of the people who represented the
second world. These people were given only
chairs when they ate.
A typical first-world meal of lasagne,
garlic bread and coke were provided for about
15 percent of the people who came to the
banquet. These people were provided with
tables and chairs.
All of the food was donated by MUB
catering. PAVE collected $720 to donate to
Oxfam.
''Tonight, I hope you have come up with
some ideas of your own," Brown said. "Set
those ideas mto action. Every individual
does make a difference."
Chris Richards, a freshman, said the banquet made her think about how lucky people
are to have food. "It makes me sick to think
of the food we waste in the dining halls,"

that people are dying of hunger every day.
Auchly quoted an unnamed Peace Corps
Volunteer, '"People die here, for want of so
little."'
Dan DiBiaso, interim vice president of

Student Affairs, said PAVE was giving UNH
an opportunity to look beyond "the basket of
privilege." DiBiasio said he hoped the Hunger Banquet could become an annual event.

Space shuttle will
deploy militar y satellite
Space shuttle Atlantis was launched on
Sunday from Cape Canaveral, Florida,
carrying six astronauts and a military satellite
that wjll be used to spot missile launchings.
The ~ission wil! last 10 days.

Truce slows fight-

ing in
Yugoslavia

James Pisano plays the nute, Taylor Haskins plays the trumpet and Mark Shilansky
plays the piano Sunday night at the UNH Jazz Band Concert. Approximately 250
attended performance held in the Granite State Room. Selections from the band,
directed by David Seiler, included One Foot in the Gutter,Don 'tSpeak Now, Long Yellow
Road and One Man Band. The program was presented by UNH's Department of
Music (Matthew Becker/TNH Staff photo).

AF,FORDABLE FITNESS AT
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.·Offer ends December 31, 1991

$99 for Spring Semester
·

Israelis . have accused Washington of humiliating Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
by issuing invitations to the next round of
Middle East peace talks before Shamir met
with Bush in a visit to Washington last
week. The Arab-Israeli negotiations will be
resumed on Dec. 4 in Washington. Israel is
expected to accept the invitation, although
it had wanted the talks to be held in the
Middle East.

House and Senate negotiators on Sunday
approved a $3 .1 billion anti-crime package
that would require a five-day waiting period
for handgun purchases and impose the death
penalty for about 50 federal offenses. It was
approved over the objections of Republicans, who said that it was too soft on
criminals.

H!STUDENTSI!!
I

Israel criticizes
U.S.

Crime bill
approv ed

Richards said.
Dani Foley, a freshman, said the dinner
made her think about what other countries
didn't have.
After the meal,BruceAuchly, UNHPeace
Corps representative, showed a slide show
portraying what the Peace Corps is presently
doing in underdeveloped countries.
Auchly illustrated how poor these
countries were by giving infant mortality and
life expectancy statistics. He emphasized

)

(January 1 to 31)

or $158 Jan. 1 - Aug. 31
Indoor Pool, Aerobics, Reebok Step, Cardiovascular, Free
One-on-Ones, Nautilus, Free Weights, Racquetball,
Wallyball and Lounge ... On the Coast bus route

. TIie Wo rt
Atlaletlc Cla1,

246 Route 108
Somersworth
742-2163

A cease-fire was signed on Saturday between warring parties in Yugoslavia, the
14th truce since the war began in June. This
truce offers the chance of a United Nations
peacekeeping force, but only if shooting
stops. Most military analysts are skeptical
that the truce will succeed.

Compiled by Rachael Wakefield from
newspaper reports.
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Group acts against
winter snow ban
By Erin Farrell
TNH Staff
The winter snow ban has
sparked some controversy on campus as a student group is now seeking to reduce the number of months
the ban is in effect
Under terms of the ban, cars
can no longer park on streets,
highways and in parking lots between 1 a.m and 6 a.m. The ban is in
effect from Nov. 1 to March 31.
Yellow cards warning of the
ban were placed on many cars at
UNH to notify people the ban is in
affect.
Jen Salser, a senior, is petitioning to change the parking ban.
"We want to change the snow
ban from December to March rather
than have it ... the way it is now,"
Salse; said.
A petition to change the ban is
being circulated, Salser said. Approximately 600 names have been
collected so far.
"We are not political activists,
and we are not going to picket outside of T-Hall," Salser said.
Salser said the group of students
from an education class is seeking
to meet with the administration on
the issues.
The average snowfall in the
past 30 years for November has
been four inches, Salser said. The
other months have averaged 11
inches per month, she said.
Shirley Hamilton, director of
Transportation, said the winter
parking ban takes place every year
at UNH so Grounds and Roads
Services can plow the snow and
make the lots clear for parking.
"We aren't trying to drum up a
business with tickets and such,"

Hamilton said. "We just want to
assist the Grounds and Roads in
doing its job."
Hamilton said in the beginning
of November the police started
putting notices on vehicles for
overnight parking.
"The police and security are
going through the lots, and if the
vehicles are still in the parking lot
they aren't ticketed, just warned,"
Hamilton said.
Plenty of warnings have been
given out in November, Hamilton
said.
Salser said she doesn't understand why even warnings should be
given out in November.
"We have a snow ban in November with no snow, and you still
can't park in the lot," Salser said. "It
doesn't make sense."
Salser said safety should be a
majorfactor. "If young women have
to go out at night to move their cars
then there is a chance of attacks,"
she said. "By cutting one month
such as November out, it lessens the
chances of attacks."
Andrew Zolov, a junior, said
he agreed with reducing the number
of snow ban months.
"Being coastal, we get a frugal
storm here and there," Zolov said.
"We should cut the ban down from
December to February."
The extent the University uses
the ban isn't necessary, said Steve
Dunn, a senior.
People visiting UNH h:lvP.
parking problems, said Steve Dunn,
a senior. Visitors usually get ticketed
or even towed for parking overnight,
he said.
Dunn said the University
should have a parking lot where
cars could be moved when it snows.
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Radioactive foil recovered
By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff
The foil has been found.
A one inch by half inch piece of radioactive aluminum foil reported missing by
the Physics Department was recovered in
the same laboratory where it was last seen,
according to Stephen Larson, director of
environmental and public safety.
"There is no longer any hazard to anyone," Larson said.
The radioactive chunk of foil was reported missing on Tuesday from Demeritt
Hall.
The foil apparently fell to the floor
while it was being used in an experiment,
Larson said. "It was tom up into very little
fragments," he said.
Larson, along with members of the
physics department, began searching
Demeritt Hall last week. He said the group
A radioactive piece of foil was recovered in a laboratory in Demeritt Hall (Llyod

Triggs/TNH Staff photo).

I

originally thought the chunk of radioactive
foil had been swept up and burned in the
University's incinerator.
Instead, it was ground into the floor.
The small piece of foil broke apart
when it was stepped on, Larson said. "It's
very brittle metal."
Larson said the group has collected two
small fragments- approximately 10 percent of the original chunk. The rest has been
washed down and mopped up, he said.
The particles posed no danger of being
inhaled and lodged in people's lungs,Larson
said.
Larson said the levels of radiation were
too low to pose a threat to anyone. ''The
radioactivity was very small to start off
with," Larson said.
Last week, Larson said the the team
was searching dumpsters andrecylcing bins
for the foil. The weak radioactivity of the
foil hampered the search because it was too
weak to show up on a meter, he said.
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Program·strives to help Hungary
By Nicole Desmarais
TNH Staff

Brawl wounds one, still
under investigation
Kopreski. He did not know the
person's identity or the seriousness
By Joe Flynn
of the injuries.
TNH StafT
No arrests were made at the
but the incident is still unscene,
One person was injured in a
Kopreski said.
investigation,
brawl early Friday morning that is der
involved in
those
of
Some
still under investigation by Unibeen from
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UNH's hotel management
skills may soon be reaching out to
help Budapest, Hungary.
On Dec. 2, DirectorofThompson School Brian Giles and Director of Policy and Social Science
Dennis Meadows will be traveling
to Budapest to discuss proposals for
an exchange program between UNH
and two Budapest schools.
According to Joseph Durocher,
chairman of the Hotel Administration program, the program is an
effort to help Hungary move from a
central to a free market economy. ·
"Because of our expertise in
the areas of hotel management,
tourism and restaurants, we're
working with our Hungarian partners at Budapest University for
Economic Science, to assist in setting up educational and training
programs that will assist their
managers and students in certain
challenges of a free market
economy," Durocher said.
Hungary was once a communist
block country with a centralized
economy, according to Durocher.
He said Hungarians now must learn
how to work and live in a decentralized market economy.
Giles said The United States

Angela Bowen
Speaking on : "Multiculturalism on
tfie College campus"

The UNH CGLBA,
The Womens Issues
Resource Center,
Health Services, and
PFO are proud to
present Angela
Bowen. Ms. Bowen,
black
lesbian-feminist
writer and activist,
has served for five
years on the board
of the National
Coalition for Black
Lesbian and Gays,
and has edited the
organizations
magazine
BLACK/OUT.

Angela's work has
appeared in
numerous
newspapers and
anthologies
including Conditions,
Sojourner, Gay
Community News,
and The Village
Voice. Angela is the
recipient of a 1989
community award
from the Boston
Rainbow Coalition
for her work in
lesbian/gay rights
and the 1989 Fannie
Lou Hammer award
for working to
combat racism and
celebrate women of
color.

Tuesd ay Nov 26 th
Strafford Room, MUB
7 p.m.
Funded by: PFO, Health Services, and The
Womens Issues Resource Center.

Information Agency is sponsoring
a Fulbright program for university
affiliations called "A Collaborative
Program to strengthen business
administration in Hungary with
special emphasis on hotel management and tourism sector."
The program seeks to increase
the mutual understanding between
the people of the United State and
people of other countries.
"We 're going over to explore
interests, to find out how we can be
of assistance, and how there might
be some mutual benefits that could
range all the way from student exchanges to faculty exchanges," Giles
said.
The goals of the program include assisting in the establishment
of market-orientated training programs particularly related to tourism
in two principle schools in Hungary,
Budapest University of Economic
Science and Hungarian college for
Catering and Hotel Management.
The program also hopes to assist Hungary in upgrading management skills of people working
presently in the Hungarian hospitality sector, and strengthen present
student and faculty exchanges.
"It will be an interesting and
useful visit," Meadows said.
The trip is a continuation of
relations that began in early November when Marton Lengyel,

chairman of the Tourism Management Department of Budapest University for Economic Science, came
to talk to representatives of UNH,
Meadows said.
According to Durocher,
Lengyel came to discuss the collaborative venture with representatives of small business development
from the Whittemore School of
Business and Bill Wetzel founderof
The Venture Capital Network.
"He learned experientially how
we approach education here in the
U.S.," Durocher said.
While at UNH, Lengyel went
to class and toured the facilities at
Thompson School. He sat in on the
planning of a gourmet dinner and
then attended the dinner at the New
England Center, Durocher said.
Lengyel also met with Gary
Armitage, general manager of the
New England Center, to discuss the
structure of the internship program
and Jaboratory operations that the
Hotel Program runs in the New
England Center, Durocher said.
Lengyel also learned about special
programs from Eileen Roger, new
programs director.
According to Meadows, the
exchange program is not the first
UNH has had with Hungary. He
said UNH students are living in
Budapest and studying engineering,
a program created just this year.
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is an Equal Opportunity Lender.
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What are you thankful for?
Cheryl Strassell
Business
Administration
Junior

Don Buttler
Business
Administration
Senior

"I'm thankful that my family is all healthy."

Travis Nadeau
History
Senior

Geoff Cardner
Busniess
Adminstration
Junior

"I'm thankful that God has blessed me with the richness of
a good academic year. I'm also thankful that he may bless me
financially to buy a new car this spring."

Kathy Blenk
Community
Development/
International
Affairs
Junior

"Beer, Benjamins and bartenders."

SaraFenno
Leisure
Management &
Tourism
Junior

"I'm thankful forrrr...da bears."

"No really,
thank you''
By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff
Opinion
I'm thankful that even if I didn't have
anything to be thankful for, I'd still be
thankful.
A few years ago, I learned that ifI was
homeless, without food or a family, there
would still be something to be thankful
for.
It happened when a friend and I were
mistaken as homeless runaways in New
Haven, CT. At two in the morning we
went out for bagels and met up with a man
named Dutch. He thought we had run
away from home and were just passing
through.
He told us why he was still up and out
on the street and we told him why we were
still up and out on the street. He didn't
believe us though. He was homeless and
he thought we were homeless too.
He told us if we needed a place to stay
he knew of a spot in the park where the
cops wouldn't botherus. Then he explained
to us how to use Sterno for cooking and
told us he had some food if we needed it.
We told him no, partially because we
didn't need a place to stay, but also because
it isn't always a bright idea to go to a place
where the cops won't bother you with
someone you just met.
Dutch told us about his life in the
Merchant Marines, his family and why he
was homeless. He told us about being
picked up for vagrancy the week before

"I'm thankful because I am able to be thankful."

and being put in jail.
We sat on the steps of the New Haven
Court House, a Greek style building with big
white pillars, and he told us an Oscar Wilde
story.
Dutch asked us if we liked to read and
told us to read as much as we could. After
awhile we began to wonder if he were an
undercover professor looking to promote literacy among runaways.
Dutch went with us to get bagels, but the
security guard at the store kicked him out of
the store. When we tried to give him a bagel
when we got out of the store he wouldn't
accept it.
Before we left he asked us again if we
needed a place to stay. He said he still didn't
believe us.
"Really, really, we're fine," we told him.
"It's us who should be asking you if you need
a place to stay. We would, but our friends
might not like it if we brought you back to
their apartment."
"Are you sure?" he said. "Be careful.
Two young girls like you shouldn't be out
walking around at night like this."
No matter what we told him he still
believed that we were runaways. He wanted
to make sure we were OK. He would have
shared anything he had to make sure we were
OK.
He told us that if we were ever back in
New Haven we should find him and say hi.
We told him we would.
I'm thankful that if I'm ever homeless in
New Haven I have a place to stay if I need to.

"I'm thankful for friends."

What Turkeys Eat:
(and what we eat indirectly)

dried buttermilk or whey

alfalfa leaf meal
Distillers' dried solubles
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Food, toy drive seeks to make
holiday season brighter
By Sue Robinson
TNH Staff

Wrapped toys, canned food and some
turkeys will find their way into the homes of
families who would otherwise go without
food and toys this Christmas.
UNH's facility services is sponsoring
the first annual Food Drive from Nov.18 to
Dec.16 in addition to the second annual Toy
Drive.
According to Kathleen Curran, coordinator of the toy drive, "There is not only a
need for toys; there is a need for food."

Patricia Moore, along with Cynthia
Lamagdelaine, initiated the food drive through
the operating staff and Professional Administrative Technical staff (PA'D councils.
Moore, a housekeeper in Stoke Hall, said
her goal was to "help out as many people as
we can."
"We are asking every student, faculty
and staff to contribute one or two cans of food
in order to make food baskets to give to needy
families along the seacoast," said Guy Eaton,
director of housekeeping services. "We want
to make someone's holiday meal complete
for Christmas."
The boxes of food and toys will be picked
are emgco ecte t rough ec.
oysand
Staff photo).

Do you find
yourself
correctin g
street signs?
Editing menus
in restauran ts?
Do you annoy your
friends by
correcting their
grammar?

WE

IF SO,
WANT YOU!

Main Street is hiring two new editors to start
next semester. Apply at The Student Press
office, room 110B, MUB by Tuesday,
December 10.

C
E

up by housekeeping and faculty and taken to
one central point to be separated and wrapped.
The toys will be sent to Berwick and Barrington middle schools to be wrapped.
Eaton hopes to receive 15,000 items to
feed families for the holidays. ''The holidays
are a tough time without the economy being
so bad," Eaton said. "This year it will be
"We are hoping
especially difficult."
to enlist the help of several fraternities to help
sort the food and to put it in baskets," said
Jean Mitchell, housekeeping supervisor.
''Three or four boxes have already been filled."
Moore hopes to make the food drive an
annual event. "There is always someone out
there that needs help," Moore said. "One
package of macaroni will keep someone from
going hungry."

toa1dt eneedy

yndaBanz TNH

According to Curran, many surrounding
towns have twice as many welfare recipients
as last year.
"People all over campus know someone
who is in need," Eaton said. "Finding needy
families should not be a problem."
Last year, UNH's operating services and
PAT initiated a toy drive, which brought in
close to 1,000 toys for children around the
seacoast, according to Curran.
Curran said the used toys will go to
various child care centers and the new toys
will be distributed to children in surrounding
towns.
"The Toy Drive has turned into a real
community project," Curran said. "Last year
it was called TOYS R OS (for operating
staff). This year it is the Wildcat Santas."
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The Music Hall
28 Chcst:~ut St. Portsmouth, NH
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Saturday
Dec. 7

Doors at 7:15
Showtime 8:00 sharp
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STER

862-1490

Tickets $12.50 (general admission).
Tickets available at Music Hall Box Office (call 603.436.2400)
and at all ~~ outlets.
Ticketmaster in NH: 603 .626.5000.
-- - Presented by Dionysian Productions - -
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Gilford tax suit
ends
Town selectmen have agreed to an
out-of-court settlement. The settlement will
give governor's island property owners
$350,000 in tax rebates. The trial started in
the Belknap Superior Court where island
owners objected to unfair tax assessments.
The selectmen say the settlement is fair for
both island and inland residents. The rebate
was for the 1989 and 1990 tax years.

Manchester recovery program
Manchester city-officials launched
an economic recovery program to create
new growth in Manchester. The program is
to restore the inner city where the collapse
of the real estate market affected it. Housing authorities say there are about 40 abandoned buildings in the Manchester inner
city. The Neighborhood Housing Services
will be in charge of restoring these buildings
as well as the inner city.

Clergy oppose
riverboat gambling
Clergymen in Portsmouth have
joined together to oppose the proposal for
riverboat gambling on thePiscataquaRiver.
Sixteen members of the area churches and
synagogues have signed a petition which
has been sent to state ana local leaders.
Portsmouth state representative Laura
Plantelakos has ·a proposal, which would
allow riverboat gambling in coordinance
with a plan to build a convention center that
would help hotel expansion in the Portsmouth area.

Bill to protect
terminally ill
Representative Gary Gilmore is
the sponser of a bill, which would allow the
wishes of terminally ill patients known in
the absense of a living will. The bill would
allow families and other people to let physicians know the wishes of the terminally
ill. Gilmore says if the bill passes, it will be
as protective as a living will. If the bill
passes, Gilmore says, it could be the first of
its kind in the country. Other New Hampshire representatives who sponsor the bill
are Representative Ann Torr and Senator
Beverly Hollingworth.

Fire destroys
Alpine Hotel
Wednesday night, a fire destroyed
the Alpine Hotel in Bethlaham, New
Hampshire. The hotel had no occupants
inside and was not open for business. Fire
ChiefHoward Sanborn said the fire appears
to be of a suspicious nature. Twenty four
Bethlaham volunteer fire-fighters battled
the fire to keep it from spreading into surrounding homes. The fire started in the
basement and was brought under control
before it spread.

Compiled by George Stafford from
newspaper reports.
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•Fraternity still backed by its national
From page 1
she said.
Mark Zerba, president of Acacia fraternity, said members will be able to operate
more smoothly because they no longer have
to comply with University rules.
"It makes it easier and better for us to
operate," Zerba said. "The feeling is that
without the University, we have the opportunity to become a better house. A lot of the
houses feel that the University is smothering
the Greek System."
While Acacia has lost its recognition at
the University, the members are still recognized by the national organization of Acacia,
Zerba said. "We have.our nationals supporting us and helping us out," he said.
Acacia can re-apply for University recognition in the spring of 1993, Parente said.
Until theo, however, they can no longer use
the University name, apply for funding or
participate in Greek system functions and
governance.
"Time will tell," Parente said. The University no longer shares liability with the
fraternity if anything happens there, she said.
The problems Acacia has had with the
University are a result of the University not
understanding the Greek system, Zerba said.
''They don't understand what's going on," he
said. "Betsy's not Greek, she doesn't understand."
Newly elected Inter-Fraternity Council
President Craig Welch said the Greek System
is feeling some pressure from the University.
However, he said the pressure is the kind of
thing that will improve the system.

"There are a lot of good things happening," Welch said. "There's a lot of communication between the University and the Greek
System."
Welch said he hoped no more chapters
would lose their recognition with the University. "I don't want anymore derecognition
stuff happening," he said. "I don't think that
will happen."
All ties with the University were severed, Zerba said. "We went through the sanctions and did all we could," he said. "The
University has gone against us and all that
we're trying to do."
: Zerba said the time spent going through
I

the conduct system was time which could
have been better spent on improving the house.
"The officers spent so much time dealing with
the University we neglected the house," he
said. "Internally this gives us the opportunity
to work within the house. It has freed up our
resources to improve the house."
Parente said it was unusual that Acacia
national decided to support the UNH chapter
after their University recognition was suspended.
"We went into the conduct hearings
knowing we were suspended," Zerba said.~
"But we knew we had the support of tlte
nationals. Now we have the opportunity to¢apply in three and a half years."

Acacia Fraternity is no longer under the jurisdiction of the University (rde photo).

•Personal draws fire toward The Clock
Frompagel
were calls for their resignations."
"It was on the lips and minds of everybody," he added.
The suspension will last until a recommendation to restart the paper is made by the
media advisory board, according to Rev. Philip
Hart, the paper's advisor.
"I don't know of any way of guessing
when the recommendation will be forthcoming," Hart said.
According to Keren, Ferrell claimed the
administration put no pressure on the paper to
suspend publication.
Keren added that on the front page of the
last issue, Hart said the suspension of the

paper was the result of independent actions
made to preserve the integrity of the paper. In
a news release Ferrell said, "We in no way
excuse or defend the actions of The Clock
staffers who placed the ad, but they have been
forthright in acknowledging their responsibilities and accepting the burden of their
actions."
Hamlin, David Cummings, sports editor,
and Neil Snow, layout coordinator, claimed
responsibility for the personal which appeared
in the Nov. 7 issue of The Clock.
On Nov. 8, the three issued an apology
saying the ad, which appeared funny to them
at 2 a.m., was inappropriate once they had
time to clear their heads.
The three issued a written apology, which

appeared as the lead editorial in the Nov. 14
issue. The apology was also read over the
campus radio station, sent to to the administration and posted in public places.
Keren said theNov.14 issueofTheClock
was full of letters to the editor in which
members of the university community issued
their outrage.
Ferrell is currently having the media
advisory board investigate the incident. The
board is made up of students, staff and faculty
of the university.
Keren said the board, which still is looking into the incident, does not make policy
and will just report back to the President.
On the front page of the Nov. 22 issue of
the paper, all the articles concerned the suspension of the Clock's presses, Keren said.
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We chose an unusual theme to give
vou some pleasure as you join us at
r.It's A DicRens of A Christmas"
because of your CaringJ
To brighten up your lffe, our jolly
holly will arrive with his reindeer to
fill tbe packages for ~fts of life- gifts
which may last a lifetime!
Many need you and we know that
you will ca~ out this need and your
holiday will be happier than ever!

Thanks from Jerry West Stearns! We'll
see you under our Christmas tree- it's
what Christmas is all about!
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Matthew Fenoff, 23, was
found guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham
District Court of speeding stemming from a charge on Oct. 26 by
Durham Police.
Mary Gallagher, 24, was
found guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham
District Court of speeding stemming from a charge on Oct. 28 by
Durham Police.
Kevin Geaney, 20, was found
innocent on Nov. 22 in Durham
District Court of disorderly conduct stemming from a charge on
Sept. 28 by Durham Police.
Charles D. Jordan, 34, was
found guilty on Nov. 18 in Durham
District Court of speeding stemming from a charge on Oct. 20 by
Durham Police.
DonaldB.Lewis,Jr.,32, was
foundguiltyonNov. 18inDurham
District Court of speeding stemming from a charge on Oct. IO by
Durham Police.
Jeremy Nicastro, 20, was
found guilty on Nov. 18 in Durham
District Court of criminal trespassing stemming from a charge
on May 26 by Durham Police.
Dale Ober, 22, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District Court of speeding stemming
fromachargeonNov. 2 by Durham
Police.
Donna Perkins, 31, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District Court of speeding stemming
from a charge on Oct. 24 by
Durham Police.
Robin Rousseau, 27, was
found guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham
District Court of speeding stemming from a charge on Aug. 26 by
Durham Police.
RebeccaRoux, 19, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District Court of minor in possession
stemming from a charge on Oct.
27 by Durham Police.
Eleanor Valarese, 22, was
foundguiltyonNov. 19inDurham
District Court of speeding stemming from a charge on April 4 by
Durham Police.
Sarah Wilson, 20, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District Court of minor in possession
stemming from a charge on Oct
25 by Durham Police.
Timothy Black, 18, was found
guilty on Nov. 21 in Durham District Court of speeding stemming
from a charge on Nov. 10 by
Durham Police.
Russell Bolian, 20, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham Dis-

trict Court of speeding stemming
from a charge on Nov. 14 by Lee
Police.
Donna Ingalls, 23, was found
guilty on Nov. 19 in Durham District Court of speeding stemming
from a charge on Oct. 31 by Lee
Police.
Douglas Kelton, 27, was found
guiltyonNov.19 in Durham District
Court of speeding stemming from a
charge on Nov. 11 by Lee Police.
Amy McPhee, 30, was found
guiltyonNov.19inDurham District
Court of speeding stemming from a
charge on Nov. 6 by Lee Police.
Raymond Poitras, 43, was
found guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham
District Court of speeding stemming
from a charge on Oct. 30 by Lee
Police.
Maurice Santor, 18, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District Court of reckless operation
stemming from a charge on Oct. 7
by Lee Police.
Scott Sargent, 21, was found
guiltyonNov.19inDurham District
Court of speeding stemming from a
charge on Nov. 8 by Lee Police.
Jacob Crosby, 16, was found
guiltyonNov.18 in Durham District
Court of speeding stemming from a
charge on Oct. 12 by state police.
Arthur Decdula, 64, was found
guiltyonNov.19inDurham District
Court of speeding stemming from a
charge on Nov. 1 by state police.
Matt Evans, 22, was found
guiltyonNov. 18inDurhamDistrict
Court of disorderly conduct stemming from a charge on Oct. 12 by
state police.
Lise Mahar, 48, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District
Court of speeding stemming from a
charge on Jan. 1 by state police.,
Timothy Matthews, 19, was
found guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham
District Court ofspeeding stemming
from a charge on Oct. 30 by state
police.
Peter Simmons, 20, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District
Court of drunken driving stemming
from a charge on Aug. 25 by state
police.
PatrickLeonard, 18, was found
guilty on Nov. 20 in Durham District
Court of minor in possession
stemming from a charge on Sept 20
by University Police.
Brian Tilman, 19, was found
guilty on Nov 20 in Durham District
Court of minor in possession
stemming from a charge on Sept. 21
by University Police.

Check to see if the
p,olice have your bike
before it's auctioned off
There is a list available to the public of the
bikes that .will be auctioned off at the end of
the semeste"r by the Unversity Police.
If you have any questions about a bike, you
may go to the UNH Police station for a copy
of the list.
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Monday Decelllher 2_
at 7 :30 p.Ill. in the
Granite State Room
Come see this consumer
advocate speak about
consumer rights & citizen
.. action.
$3 students with ID
$4 non-students
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It's space reallocation timeApplications for office space in the
MUB are now available in room 126,
the Student Activities office and on the
door of rm. 321!!

If you want office space next
semester you must apply
NOW!!

.
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Applications due November 27th
Questions? Call the MUB Board of
Governors at 862-1714
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Fresh Start Coordinator
· To coordinate first year student program

2nd Semester this year &
1st Semester next year
Must be available during summer months.
**Great organizational & business Experience** .
Contact Sue Reid @ 862-2163 for more info

Applications available @the Student Senate office Rm. 130 MUB
·Application deadline-December 6, 1991
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ThP Seacoast's Only Bagel Bakery

Little fairie
things in my
dreams

-

"Does this mean you have good luck or
something?"
"Kind of. Yeah, I think so," I said. "I
hope so. I think so."
"That's good."
"Yeah."
So far the fairies haven't come back, but
that's OK. I know they will. This week in
Elizabethan Poetry and Prose we start the
"Faerie Queen" by Spenser.
A friend once told me that reading the
"Faerie Queen" got sickening1y sweet after
awhile. He said you wanted to puke by the
end of it. No one ever told me I would start
having dreams.
Nothing like this happened when we
read "Paradise Lost" last semester. William
Blake, with all his blacksmiths shooting fire
throughout the sky, never produced an effect
like this.
And this was after only one page. One
page of the "Faerie Queen" before I fell
asleep and I'm blessed by fairies.
Even worse, we don't even start going
over it until Wednesday. The first assignment
was a warm up for the rest of the poem. It
happened to fit in with what we were talking
about in class that week.
If I wasn't blessed by fairies I would be
worried. I'd be worried that I'd start wearing
filmy, flowing skirts around and run around
asking people if they wanted to go dancing in
the woods with me. But since I am blessed by
fairies I don't have to worry about that.
Soon the fairies will come back and I
have a sneaking suspicion I know what they
told me in my dream. They told me they will
save me from the Fairy Queen. Some queens
shout, "Off with your head!" Others make
you go out of it.

Random Writings is a
column written by
TNH staff, and
represents the
byproducts of
otherwise useful and
respectable work at
this newspaper.
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By Winit'redWalsh

One night last week, my bedroom
changed into a forest and fairies danced
around me. Birds circled overhead and there
were large pine trees surrounding what had
once been my bedroom. The fairies wore
flowers in their hair and sang songs while
they danced. After awhile they stopped and,
one by one, they leaned over my bed and
blessed me.
Waking up in the morning knowing
you have just been blessed by fairies is a
wonderful experience. Although I can't remember exactly what they told me:, the
general message was that I shouldn't worry
about anything because they would always
be there to protect me. I have a whole posse
of fairies out there somewhere to protect
me.
All day I told people I had been blessed
by fairies.
"Really?" they said. "That's great. I'm
happy to hear it."
"No, really," I said back. Then I told
them what happened.
"So, was it like talking to God?" one
person asked me.
"No, not God," I said. "It was more
pagan than that. The fairies were sort of like
angels, but they weren't Christian. They
didn't have wings or anything. It was like
talking to pagan angels."
''That's really neat," he said. "What did
they say?"
"You know, you know," I said leaning
over to him and raising my arms up in the
air. "I don't know."
"You don't know?"
"Yeah,yeah,Idon'tkno w.Fairiesspoke
and I don't even know what they said.
me
to
It was good though, I know that. I know they
blessed me."

----J
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Classic Ham &Cheese Platter
Deli-Delux Platter
Don't forget to order
your Holiday Deli
Platters
Like everything the Bagelry makes and serves, our bagels are
made with only the finest ingredients and baked twice every day.

Mill Road Plaza, Durham
868-1424

Mon-Fri 6:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat/Sun 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.

19 Market St. Commercial Alley
Portsmouth, NH
431-5853

·YES!
COOl-Af1).

862-2293

Tapeline:

862-3554
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E■lltllllilll Trying to make up for a bad mistake,
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26, 1991

The Clock is making some sacrifices
The Clock isn't publishing.
Editors of Plymouth State College's
student newspaper voluntarily decided to
shut themselves down last week after they
received public outcry criticizing a sexual
and racial personal that appeared in their
paper in the beginning of November.
Although The New Hampshire editorial
staff has been known to make a few bad
calls, many of us thought, "What were they
thinking about?" when we heard about the
personal.
There were calls from throughout the
community to remove the three editors involved in writing the personal from the paper.
The editors, however, do not want to
resign.
They believe that they made a mistake.

ETTERS
Bicycling
safety
To the editor:
The University of New Hampshire Police Department is seeking
support and understanding of all
bicyclists in respecting proper requirements of bicycle safety and
observance of the law.
The safety of our community
members is extremely vital and all
of us working together can have a
definite impact, in a positive way, in
promoting an environment free of
accidents, injury and property loss/
damage.
The motoring public often experience near collisions with bicycle
operators daily, and unfortunately
accidents do occur. Faculty, staff
and students walking about campus
often find themselves subjected to
dangerous situations again by improper us of bicycles on walkways,
cutting across traffic and in some
instances, within buildings.
It appears that "Common
Sense" does not prevail and many
people are unfamiliar with the laws
governing bicycle operations.
Enclosed is a copy of a brochure, which we are giving to violators to inform them of their obligation. We hope this will assist in
promoting a safer environment for
all.
The most effective way to resolve this problem is by all who use
bicycles to be constantly aware of
the need to follow the rules, operate
in a safe manner and be respectful of

They hope the community can forgive them
for it. At 2 a.m. on Nov. 8, the editors made
the decision to create a fake personal. They
were tired and wrote an outlandish and obscene personal with racist and sexist undertones. At the end of the personal, they added
three phone numbers.
What the editors of The Clock did was
wrong. They never should have made up an
ad that was obscene and deliberately put it
into their paper.
However, in the last three weeks, the
editors have displayed maturity. Instead of
running away from the problem, the three
stood and let the community call them racist
and sexist. They issued a public apology
over the radio and hung notices of their
apology around campus. The editors also
ran a lead editorial in their Nov. 14 issue.

others.
We ask for the help of everyone
in reducing the serious problems
that exist By doing this, together,
our campus community will be a
much better and safer place.
People are important - their
health and safety is important - can
we together really demonstrate that
all of us are important? I know we
can and ask all to do his or her part
in accomplishing this.
Chief Roger W. Beaudoin

Theater
coverage
To the editor:
First of all, I would like to congratulate everyone who participated
in the production of the Front Page.
It was a great show and I congratulate you all. I also congratulate The
New Hampshire for covering your
production and giving you the respect you deserve. Earlier in the
year, a different production was on
the Johnson stage, a musical called
"How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying." Yes, I realize this is a surprise to most of you
readers because The New Hampshire seemed to feel that the
mainstage musical was not newsworthy enough to be reviewed or

reported on. In last Tuesday's paper
I counted four pictures, two reviews,
two articles, and two large advertisements on "The Front Page!"
What the hell is up with that? All the
shows at UNH should get the attention that this most recent one has.
Not only does it give the cast and
crew recognition of all the hard work
that goes into the show, but it also is

great advertisement that lets students on this campus know that there
is a show occurring which generates
support and ticket sales. "How To
Succeed in Business" had a lower
showing of attendance than a musical usually has on this campus and
frankly much of the blame can be
placed on you and your staff. The
show ran for nine days and seven
productions, and the only trace of it
in The New Hampshire was a small
advertisement strategically located
on some lame page. Let's not play
favorites. In the future please give
everyone in a main stage production
the recognition and attention they
deserve.

These editors could have ignored the
criticism they received. Instead, they admitted they were wrong.
Last week, they went further than
apologies could ever take them. Suspending
the printing of their paper hurts them. The
paper is something they care deeply about.
Editor in Chief James Hamlin receives no
course credit and no money for his position
at The Clock. He does it out of love for the
job.
No doubt, the personal hurt many people
at Plymouth State College. What people
seem to forget is that it also hurt the editors
who created it.
When the editors come back to The Clock
and the paper starts running again, we hope
James Hamlin, Neil Snow and David
Cummings will be with it.

most likely will be receiving a letter
to appear in front of the Student
Conduct Board.
If you believe that you have
been mistreated, don 'tfeel as though
it is necessary to harass this official.
Two wrongs do not make a right.
Grit your teeth and follow their directives. If you have a problem, there
are routes in the student affairs
system thatyoucantake. Don'tmake
matter worse. It's better to deal with
the situation when you are calm and
rational. Most likely, this will be the
next day. Most importantly, if you
haven't done anything wrong, then

you shouldn't have anything to hide.
Russ Lachman

Thanks
To the editor:
On behalf of the Men's Soccer
Team, I would like to thank all of the
UNH community who supported,
cheered and cried with us throughout the year and in particular at the
North Atlantic Championships in r
LETTERS page 16

Stephen Tewksbury
UNHJunior

Us and them
To the editor:
As UNH students, we look at
the teachers, directors and UNH
police as "them", and look at ourselves as "us". Manyofusareguilty
of portraying the UNH staff as the
"enemy". If we get a bad grade, or if
a party in a residence hall is broken
up by an official, some tend to blame
everyone else but themselves. A
growing problem at UNH is the way
many students handle themselves
when they are confronted by authority. Many students have been so
uncooperative with staff members,
that they have been charged with
harassment.
Harassment, as presented in the
Studenthandbook, is when someone
interferes with someone else, especially when it prevents an official
from doing their job. So, if you
argue excessively, or are uncooperative with a UNH official, you
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By Ben Zipkin
TNH Staff

It's not easy becoming a
musical icon. Elvis, The Grateful
Dead, The Clash, and maybe REM
can attest to that. Being an icon
means representing a purpose,
changing times, or even a group of
people through music, and icons
become more than just artists. They
become revered by their masses of
fans for zillions of different reasons,
and they invariably get rich.
More than anyone these
days, U2 knows the formula for
establishing that precocious icon
status. With last week's release of
Achtung Baby, the hype that was
inspired and the masses that
lined-up at record stores more
than illustrate the power and
influence of these four Dublin
musicians.
Even after three years of
absolutely no contact with the
media, U2 still sparks the same
enthusiasm that they rode during
the release of ''Rattle and Hum,"
an uninteresting, self-serving
documentary of the band's exploits
during the Joshua Tree Tour. The
Joshua Tree was the album that put
them over the top, stirring emotions all over the world with heartfelt ballads such as "I Still Haven't
Found What I'm Looking For," and
"With or Without You." The Joshua
Tree was a wimp, however, compared to the their biting earlier
albums such as Live Under a BloodRed Sky, War, and The Unforgettable Fire.
Achtung Baby is something brash and strikingly new.
The hard line from the earlier
albums is back, accompanied

DeNir o and Nolte

by an alternative rock aspect
that makes your mouth water.
It definitely is U2: Bono' s
ragged moodiness is evident
in his lyrics and The Edge is
also back with an evil vengeance.
Song after song is laden
with encapsulating beats and
magnum guitar riffs, all augmented with Bono's livid voice
and choice of lyrics. With each
word, Bono can bring the listener
back to the misty streets of
Dublin, from where author
James Joyce thought no one
could ever escape. No one,
that is, except for U2.
The tracks on Achtung
Bally vary from startling progressive epics to moving ballads. The
somberness of The Joshua Tree is
never revisited, however, and U2
sticks like masking tape to its
harder focus. The aspect of love is
the one binding factor. Bono has
the ability to express every minute
factor of lost love, desperation,
and depression within his selection of lyrics, such as those from
"Until the End of the World:"
"In my dreams I was drowning in my sorrows/ Surrounding me, going down on
me/ Spilling over the brim ... "
The power of the
lyrics, however, does not undermine the music. Some of
the harsher songs, such as
"The Fly," "Zoo Station" and
"Acrobat" are dripping with
The Edge's fleeting guitar and
Adam Clayton's bass. With the
stylistic additions from producers David Lanois and Brian
Eno, the musicality is glued to
the focus and everything is

sl,ock

bound together.
The
creation
of
Achtung Baby has obviously
been influenced by the current
alternative music scene based
in Manchester, England. The
place that has spawned artists
such as The Stone Roses, The
Smiths and The Charlatans UK,
has obviously affected the
"new direction" in which U2's
axis has moved. U2 has always had the propensity to
use new musical happening to
their best advantage. Bemo and
gang do this well because they
hold on to their original style
as they incorporate new musical aspects to their albums.
They don't change; they add.
Three years has been a
long time to wait for an album by
a band that many would say is
the best in the business. A lot
seems to have happened in
three years: The Edge has a
receding hairline and Adam
Clayton's hair is going gray.
Hell, they don't even look like
the same U2 of The Joshua Tree
-they're now grittier, embittered, and pissed-off.
Achtung Bally is good,
even fantastic (for lack of a better
word). The album hits the musical
spot, from "Zoo Station" to "Until
the End of the World." Perhaps
U2 sums it up themselves with the
lyrics from the album's first track,
"Zoo Station": '1'm ready/ To take
it to the street/ Ready for the
shuffle/ Ready for the deal/
Ready to let go/ Of the steering
wheel/ I'm ready/ Ready for
the crush." U2 is definitely
willing, able, and ready.
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By Heather Osborne
TNH Staff
Martin Scorcese has a that he has a score to settle
thing for darkness. It finds its way with Bowden and spends the
into love and religion; ice cream entire film trying to make the
and Pepto Bismol; racquetball and comfortable lawyer, his wife
family vacations. Nothing is sa- (Jessica Lange) and their 16creci. No matter how normal the year-old daughter (Juliette
situation in a film is, Scorcese Lewis) exceedingly uncomleaves a door open for skepticism fortable. Cady watches the
to sneak in and sneer openly at it. family intently, consistently
In "Cape Fear," exposes their weaknesses and
Scorcese' s remake of the 1962 film destroys what they hold dear.
starring Gregory Peck and Robert
Robert DeNiro is almost
Mitchum, evil invades every scene a given in a film that 1) is directed
without fail. The film is a careful by Scorcese and 2) requires an instudy of darkness and the inter- tense, evil through-and-through
play between its attraction and character such as Cady. His
repulsion. By the time the film, Southern accent does not quite ring
which stars Nick Nolte, Robert true, but that turns out to be a
DeNiro and Jessica Lange, is over, minor flaw. He is disgusting in
you may want to go home and every conceivable way; he is covbathe. Although in those two ered with tattooes of biblical verses
hours, every institution in which and images of judgment and jusyou believe may have been sys- tice; he smokes fat cigars, his
tematicallyviolated, you can't help greasy hair flips up around the
but be fascinated. Somewhere, in collar of every bad polyester shirt
the back of your mind, you can't he wears and he never sleeps.
shake the image of Nick Nolte
Sometimes Scorcese
losing his footing and sliding chooses to show Cady doing
around in a puddle of warm blood. something terrible and sometimes
The film is the story of we are left to wonder whether or
Max Cady (played by DeNiro), an not he is responsible for anonyex-con who has been released af- mous acts of violence. Characters
ter spending 14 years in a Georgia are stalked, beaten, poisoned, terprison for the battery of a 16-year- rorized and murdered, and by the
old girl. Cady returns to the small end of the film, we do not have to
Florida town where Sam Bowden wonder who did it. We know it
(Nolte), his former defense is Cady. He has been burned on
lawyer, lives. Cady maintains our brains in several shots as
a negative photograph image;

he is a specter of evil.
The director manages
to evoke some sympathy for
Cady, however, by simply examining the moral makeup of
Sam Bowden and his wife.
Bowden has a good life: a successful career in law and a
beautiful home and family.
During the film, however,
Scorcese releases glimpses of
a different side of Bowden. The
jumbled, hard-edged film of a
racquetball game with a young
court clerk hints at his infidelity. His wife's moodiness,
chain-smoking and occasional
tantrums lead to the discovery
that this is not a perfect marriage. The punching and shouting that goes on between Nolte
and Lange also serve to punctuate that idea. The panic that
grips Bowden in fast-moving,
close-up shots as he realizes
that Cady is not going to leave
him alone reveals his not-quitekosher defense of the man 14
years before. Although Max
Cady admittedly raped a 16year-old girl and is by no means
an upstanding citizen, the juxtaposition of his life story with
the failings of his lawyer begin
to blur the distinction between
good and evil.
As Danny, the 16year-old daughter of the
Bowdens, Lewis is the per-

sonification of innocence
waiting for a fall. She is in the
midst of a summer school
sentence she received after
being busted for smoking pot.
She is unhappy with her parents, her home, and adolescence. She is on the verge of
oecoming a woman and not
quite sure how to feel about it.
Her parents do not listen to
what she has to say and . she
feels angry. Cady introduces
himself to Danny in a darkened
school auditorium by standing
in the fake doorway of the
setting of "Hansel and Gretel"
and singing Tiffany's immortal lyric "I think we're alone
now." He repulses and attracts her; he smokes pot and
knows how to talk to her, yet
he frightens her with references to her sexuality. The
exchanges between Lewis and
DeNiro are chilling; she is unknowingly brimming with
sensuality and he is effortlessly manipulative. In essence, she is balancing on a
thin line between Cady and the
Bowdens.
In a recent interview,
Scorcese cited the difference
between his version of the
film and the one made in 1962
as a loss of innocence. Since
1962, the United States has
experienced events such as

the Vietnam War, Watergate,
and the Iran-Contra scandal.
As a result, the search for a
truly innocent party becomes
increasingly difficult. After
the youthful spirit of the country that JFK envisioned was
so grossly and systematically
violated, the level of trust in
the U.S. fell dramatically. It
altered the boundaries between
good and evil to such an extent
that black and white distinctions have become harder to
make.
Scorcese' s images of the
murky, moonlit water of Cape
Fear; budding adolescents dad in
scanty white outfits and rain
washing away blood from hands
heighten the idea that the potential for evil is everywhere. It
can be gleaned from even the
most innocent places. It c::an
come from a overprotective
father, a curious teenage girl
or a president whose ideals
translate badly into shady
foreign policy deals. Like Cady,
it is a blueprint; a ghost that
lurks constantly in the back of
every mind. The trick though,
as Danny says in the last line
of the film, is to avoid looking
back at previous failings and
losses of innocence because
"if you live in the past, you
lose a little bit of you :self
each day."
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Neu, band is putting Seattle on the map
By Chris
TNH Staff

Carney

Seattle, Washington is
1991's Manchester, England. The
recent explosion of great bands
from Seattle is highly reminiscent
of the flurry of activity brought to
Manchester by the likes of The
Stone Roses and The Charlatans
U.K. Last year, Seattle was initially
put on the alternative music map
by the 1989 release of Louder Than
Love by Soundgarden.
The loud, gritty, raw
discontent
presented
by
Soundgarden caused the profitseeking eye of the record ind us try
to turn its attention from
Manchester and take a brief glance
at Seattle. One glance was
apparently enough as many
Seattle bands were signed to
record contracts. Among these
bands which have released
albums in 1991 are Mudhoney,
Tad, Pearl Jam, the now defunct Mother Love Bone, and

perhaps, most importantly,
Nirvana.
The name Nirvana may ·
conjure up images of bald, yellow-clad, Buddhist monks, but
nothing could be further from
reality. The trio, vocalist/
guitarist Kurt Cobain, drummer David Grohl, and bassist
Chris Novoselic, are not at all
calm, or meditative. A case in
point is the murky swamp of
tattooed cheerleaders and
combat boot-clad slam dancers making up the backdrop for
the video "Smells Like Teen
Spirit." But Nirvana, whose
Seattle "grunge" style guitars
and distortion cater to a young
and angry audience is proving a
worthy investment for both
record companies and constime rs.
It may have been the
strength of "Smells like Teen
Spirit" alone that led many to

buy NeverMind before subsequent singles were released.
But after an initial
listening, it becomes clear that
Nirvana is one of few bands
worth shelling out the 10 bucks
to hear. Nirvana's strength
lies in their diversity. From
frighteningly powerful slamdancing anthems like "Smells
Like A Teen Spirit" and
"Territorial Pissing" to the
more brooding, acousticallypunctuated songs like "Come
as You Are" (not a J. Geils
cover) and "Polly," Nirvana
shines.
Nirvana's songs speak
of such diverse topics as sex (go
figure) and the strange idea of
selling your kids for food
'cause you can always make
more. In the lyrics of Nirvana
are found the directionless
anger and total apathy of the
twentysomething generation.

Nirvana is doing what
they want, and suggest that everyone else do the same. Spontaneity rules with Ni·rvana, as
NeverMind was written, recorded and released in three
weeks. But they are not just
another wacked-out band. In
fact, I would argue that they
are not wacked in the least.
They have ideas and opinions
on society that are freely expressed in their music, which
includes a lyrical discussion
on the stupidity of the war
between the sexes.
Nirvana
represents
the harder side of alternative
music that, for the past few
years, has been hidden under
the more mellow styles popularized by The Sundays and
others. Nirvana is proud to
lead the return of the more
active style of music, and we
all sit mesmerized, anxious to
see where it takes us.

ERIC HARRIS KERNS ENTERTAINS,
ENLIGHTENS AT THE LICKER -S TORE
By Heather Osborne
TNH Staff
College students caii.not
unwind with beer alone. Sometimes a little cappuccino is in order.
And, no matter how our elders
rake our generation over the coals
for being singularly uninterested
in anything beyond the tips of our
noses, an occasional exchange of
ideas often hits the spot.
Tuesday night at the
Licker Store was ripe for such an
occasion as Eric Harris Kerns, a
musician from Nashua, NH,
pulled up a stool in front of the
fireplace, adjusted his zebra
striped cap and said in a sandpapery voice,"Good evening ... hello
everybody, my name is Eric and
I'm going to entertain you while
you drink your coffee."
Kerns, who has been
playing solo for two years (before
that, he played bass in a band called
Factory Street), brought nothing
but an acoustic guitar, a microphone, and an amplifier with him.
And a couple of good stories.
From the looks of his
guitar case, which had stickers
with politically correct slogans,
such as "healthcare for all" scattered over its surface, this was a
man who could tell us a thing or
two about pressing world issues.
He does, in fact, donate two
percent of the proceeds from
his CD (called Questions/

Choices ) to Amnesty International, Greenpeace, and The
Clamshell Alliance. He did not,
however, spend much time
wagging an activist finger at
anyone. The Issues Police were
not part of his act. He merely
was there to try a new song or
two oui: on the audience, play a
few covers, and have a cup of
joe in between requests. If the
conversation happened to come
around to women's rights in
Saudi Arabia, well...
Kerns began the evening
with Van Morrison's "Into the
Mystic." Rather than trying to
duplicate the Irish singer's
nasal croon, Kerns stuck with
his own low, sometimes raspy
voice and leisurely timing.
Most of the covers he played
("Closer to Fine" by Indigo
Girls, "Why" by Tracy Chapman, and several Cat Stevens
tunes) were strengthened by
his own interpretive skills and
rich voice quality.
His version of Sinead
O'Connor's "Black Boys on Mopeds" was particularly striking
because of the emotional authority
he was able to give it. He is not a
woman or a mother or a British
citizen, but the care he took
with the lyrics and dynamics
of the song dissolved the obvious differences between him-

self and its author.
Much
of
Kerns'
original music was at least as
engaging as the covers, if not
more. The songs bounced
haphazardly from subjectto
subject; from world politics
to life, travel, Spring Break,
and love. Each song exhibited
a different musical style;
some were straight folk,
others were Jimmy Buffetesque or blues.
The infant "Dream Canyon" (about a Colorado canyon
that Kerns recently visited) was
satisfying because of the way it
combined the physical images of
nature and the Thoreau-ian
"it's good to be here and
alive" feeling that such a place
evokes.
"I Wanna Be Your Favorite" and "Cold December
Rain" were two songs about complicated relationships that managed to stretch themselves beyond
the usual messages of "I was a
jerk, but I want a second chance"
or "I will never forgive you for
being a jerk." They told the tales
from whence they came and
gained credibility for it. They were
the "story boards" upon which
Kerns (and an audience with
similar experiences) could pin
the lessons he learned.
One of Kerns' final

selections was about the danger of being unable to balance
political concerns and a personal life. The song told the
story of someone who could
not be in love and save the
environment at the same time.
She eventually met her end
through exposure to toxic
waste.
Somewhere during the
hourandahalfin whichheplayed,
Eric Kerns said jo.kin&ly, "My political views do not necessarily
reflect the political views of the
Licker Store." I laughed along with
the ten or fifteen people that
straggled in to listen to him, but
the words held a quiet comfort
when I considered why I was there.
I was looking for a good cup of
coffee and a decen't conversation.
For a dollar, I got what I wanted: a
clean, well-lit, stress-free, structureless environment in which
people played checkers, did ,
homework, read the Wall Street
Journal or listened to a talented
folksinger who had no hangups
about changing anyone's mind.
Eric Kerns' musical offering was his two cents; it was his
exercise of the right to free speech.
Take it or leave it. But while you' re
considering it, sit down, relax,
have some espresso and put it
all into perspective.
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think so, incest and rape are very upsetting topics. Very upsetting but,
unfortunately, very real. I have only been dealing with these
two words on a personal level for a year and a half. Sometimes
it can get pretty lonely, not to mention devastating. But I have
a sneaking suspicion that I am not the only person on campus
who may fall into the category of "survivor," and this letter is
dedicated to you.
Within the past year and a halfl have felt intense pain and
grief. But what I find rising above that suffering are priceless
discoveries I have made about myself and human-nature. I

you. All the self-hatred and self-disgust I used to feel was
never mine-it was his. All of the rage and shame I have been
feeling is not mine, it is his. And it isn't yours. The person who
raped me when I was six raped me because he was filled with
anger and self-hatred. I had absolutely nothing to do with it.
I was an innocent victim, but I don't have to be a victim
anymore.
This is another precious lesson I have been more than
happy to learn:

rape "has everything to do with me and nothing to do with me."

you do not feel : ': <>:,/::::'(>>:<?·:

Sounds confusing, but it truly makes sense. This was the
hardest yet most valuable lesson I had to learn. It has
everything to do with you and absolutely nothing to do with

like one, believe me, you are one. The event that changed my
stance from victim to survivor was one of the most difficult
things I have ever had to do: I told someone. I found one

._. .
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. person 18:!!~~d !~~;;stood why telling
.,_ was so important, but now that I do I'll try
to explain. If you don't tell anyone. then
you are keeping a secret. Secrets are usually things we never
tell anyone because we feel ashamed. Well, I don't feel ashamed
and neither should you. I did nothing to be ashamed of. I did
not rape a little girl or boy. I merely was raped, and it had
nothing to do with me. When you tell someone, just one
person, it is no longer a secret and you begin to take back, in .
bits and pieces, the power that was taken from you when the
incident occurred.
Ifoundthatthemorelta lkedabout

,:,:->::::, ,::: "'=' : ,'\'':':?: ,?(()\ ····
We may not be able to change the
past, but our futures are still unshaped. To the other Survivors:
I am not trying to preach, I just wanted to let it be known that
YOU ARE NOTALONE and that most of all,/ BEUEVE YOU.

Jessica is a junior at UNH.

Love & Christianity

By Douglas Dube

Several years ago I wrote a rather simplistic poem that
questioned the meaning behind this ever-fluctuating world.
Part of the poem read as follows:
Each moment I live,
Proceeds to the past.
So why should I live
For moments that fade?
Why should I indeed live for moments that fade? What is
the meaning of this existence? Questions such as these have
haunted human beings for centuries. but have we moved any
closer to any incontro:vertible answers?

mand, for in the Old Testament it was one of the great
messages given to Moses to take the people. As it says in
Deuteronomy 6:5, "Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your strength"-the
same command Jesus gave (Matthew 22: 37). Jesus, and his
teaching of salvation and love, was the fulfillment of all that
was written and prophesied throughout the Old Testament, for
Jesus says, "Love the lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the first and
greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your
neighbor as yourself. All the Law and the Prophets hand on
these two commandments (Mat.. thew 22: 37-40). Jesus was the
? paragon of love, and he showed
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movements tell us we have
self-fulfillment capabilities, while other movements tell us we
must follow the code of a specific God-head. There is one
perspective which I believe transcends all others - it is
Christianity and its code of love. Maybe the Beatles were
right, maybe love is all we really need.
All our lives we seek lasting, loving relationships, but
somehow, when the time comes for us to look back upon our
lives we ask the question - is their nothing more? Yes, there
is something more to this world and I think I have discovered
what that something is: our purpose in this life is for the
discovery of what that something is: our purpose in this life is
for the discovery and fostering of Jesus Christ's lasting love!
When Jesus Christ entered the world he solidified forever
the grounds for Christian faith; for no longer was God just
spirit in some distant realm, he became the living God in the
flesh and taught us all how to love.
Jesus' command of love was by no means a new com-
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reason I need to live, though the
fostering of his love which I have discovered within my own
life. But there is even one greater aspect to Jesus' love. and
Corinthians 13: 8 summarizes this clearly when it tells us,
"Love never fails." The foundation of Jesus' love is solid and
true; it stands like a mighty fortress against the pounding
waves of time.
It'ssosimplyreally.I'v efoundsomethingwhi chsomany
of our quasi-intellectual philosophers have never found (this
is sad to say); and with God's love written upon my heart I have
no further need to fear the mysteries of this life. Yes, this life
is often difficult to comprehend, but I know now that I will be
able to valiantly face the waiting waiting gifts of a future time.
And in employing some of the concluding words of Byron's
"Manfred" I must unequivocally say, that once a person has
discovered and developed God's love, "'tis not so difficult to
die."
Douglas J. Dube is a junior at UNH.
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The New Hamps hire only has two issues left after
Thank sgiving break

HURRY AND GET YOUR OPINIONS TO US
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Continued from page 14
Boston last week.
The positive "international"
flavor (complete with flag-waving
and singing) that you people brought
to the match in Boston, I have never
seen or experienced at the collegiate level. What made the support
even better was the respect that our
fans showed "the game" and its
participants throughout. Your
cheering, singing, nurturing and cajoling was spirited, tasteful and fun
to be a part of. It was truly a great
match and UNH's effort was exemplary both on and off the field. The
emotions and feelings that you
people helped create will be remembered forever by our team. The
true value of collegiate athletics was
displayed in its highest form on
Friday night.
This letter would not be complete if I did not thank my players,
the athletic administration and our
support staff (Trainers, equipment
staff, grounds crew, and SID staff)
for a wonderful and memorable
season. Words on paper cannot describe the experience that we shared.
I told the players as we cried our
collective tears of joy and sorrow,
tliat they had nothing to be disappointed with. How or why we lost
the match seems insignificant today. Our season was over, but it was
complete. Nothing was left unfinished by this team or our fans.
We are anxiously looking forward to seeing all of you again next
fall and creating a similar, exciting
experience. Possibly with a better
ending? Thanks for being with us.
Until next year, OLE!

Third, this same group of
people who accused Scott of making an "asinine assault on animal
agriculture," didn't really do any
justice when they, themselves, made
a personal attack, rather than sticking to their main point-whatever
that was supposed to be.
I think that it is quite blatant
that Scott did not want "to blindly
place the blame for environmental
problems" on cows, as the response
article suggests. Though cattle
raising is both unnatural and an
environmental disaster, it is not the
point that Scott is trying to get across.
Brenda Morris
UNH Sophomore

From Spain

To the editor:
I thought I'd drop you a line to
let you know how much I enjoy
reading The New Hampshire. I find
myself very far from home this year,
as I. am participating in the UNH
study abroad program in Granada,
Spain. Every now and then, a bundle
of 1NH newspapers finds its way
across the Atlantic and is warmly
received by those of us who are
temporarily out of touch with life at
UNH. I read every article of the two
to three week old papers and smile
as the words bring to life the recent
events and feelings of the UNH
community,
The new format of the On The
Spot page, which includes a writeup and graphs, is very interesting. It
helps put student opinions in perspective. The Seacoast Calendar is
another great addition. CongratulaMike Noonan
tions on your College Newspaper
Coach, UNH Men's Socce
of the Year award. Keep up the good
work. I look forward to reading
future editions.

More hunting

To the editor:
Afterreadingthe now infamous
''To Hunt, or Not?" by Scott Lozier,
I, personally, had renewed faith in
mankind. I could not have agreed
more with everything that Scott
pointed out and I was both surprised
and disappointed that more people
dido 't feel the same way.
It was not only natural, but to
be expected, that someone would
disagree with Scott and write an
rebuttal, in an effort to refute his
article. In any case, I think the argument in the "Hunting Response"
(1NH Nov. 19, 1991) was a weak
one. Instead of sticking with the
issue at stake, the writers chose to
base their entire dispute on a rather
small element of Scott's whole article.
First of all, !interpreted Scott's
article to be a thought- provoking
piece; its purpose not necessarily to
change people's lifestyle overnight,
but just to open their minds and
allow a new, and perhaps, better
way of thinking.
Second, I don't think Scott's
paragraph on the environmental
impact concerning cows was the
main focus of his article and anyone
who thinks so has missed his point
entirely. I have read similar statistics to the ones offered and Scott
himself makes it clear that his references are available upon request.

Kate Dunning
UNHJunior

Athletic pass
To the editor:
What does an athletic pass
mean to me? Well when I see someone with one, I automatically know
that they are a sports fan. For, no
one would pay $100 for an athletic
ticket unless he or she planned on
attending a lot of athletic games at

UNH.
Well, at first I thought it was a
pain to walk all they way down to
the field house to receive my ticket
forthe upcoming hockey game each
weekend, even thought I already
had an athletic pass. But after all, I
said, "Hell, I'm just a freshman,
what do I know?" For I got used to
it, and figured people have been
doing this before me for years.
Now, onto the major issue that
I am upset about, along with many
other people who cam to the field
house during anc after I was there.
It was Wednesday, at approximately
3:45 p.m., and I was there to pickup
my hockey ticket. Do you know
what they told me, "Sorry sir, we
are all sold out for athletic pass
tickets. But you may purchase one
if you desire." What did I spend
$100 for on the pass, if I can't even
attend a game without paying? They
told me that day that they only reserve tickets for 1,100 athletic pass
students. If I had known all the
hassle I had to go through with my
athletic pass ahead of time, along
with knowing that it did not guarantee access to all games, I'm sure
a lot of us would have thought twice
about buying one. I know next year
the athletic department will lose a
lot of money from people who will
not buy the pass because of this
year's troubles, which includes me.
But, before next year comes,
something must be done about this
problem this year. First of all, they
should hold enough tickets for everyone who has an athletic pass.
Secondly, we should get a refund

for the last game.
The athletic ticket holders
should be guaranteed a ticket all the
time. The other tickets should be
sold on a first come/first serve basis. The remaining athletic pass
tickets that were not picked up by
the holders would the be able to be
sold at the door the night of the
hockey game. Something must be
done and soon about this ridiculoGs
but highly upsetting problem before we have an awful lot of angry
students knocking on the athletic
department's doors.

Although this letter is intended
to be humorous the smell is by no
means amusing. SOMETHING
MUST BE DONE!
Kristen Kraunelis
and Sarah Thompson
UNH Sophomores
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Joe Tosi
UNH Freshman

Philbrook
To the editor:
You never know where it's
hiding, but you know it's there. You
take small, quick breaths hoping
against hope that this time you'll
escape the gripping, powerful,
harsh, pain inducing stench.
Anyone who has eaten in
Philbrook Dining Hall in the last
month knows that there really is no
way to predict or avoid it. It travels
and lurks behind trees and walls,
just waiting for innocent diners and
passers-by. It attacks you olfactory
receptors, but it doesn't stop there.
It passes through to your mouth and
soon slithers its way down your
esophagus to your stomach, causing a gag reflex to take over. The
taste of the stench is momentarily
overpowered by the more intense
urge to boot.
We would like to know why
this most disgusting, unsanitary,
smell has not been taken care of for
over a month. We understand that
there are budgetary constraints, but
we as tuition paying students deserve to live in a bearable environ-·
ment It has certainly been a test of
our patience and endurance, but it
has gone on way too long.
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THIS FATAL ACCIDENT WAS CAUSED
BY TEENAGERS GETTING STONED AND
GOING TOO FAST.
Every year, thousands of young people die in car accidents caused by drugs and alcohol. But now you can
wreck your life without hitting the gas pedal. The number of reported AIDS cases among teenagers has
increased by 96 % in the last two years. If you get high and forget, even for a moment, how risky sex can
be, you're putting your life on ~he line. Sall AIDS ANOTHER WAY DRUGS CAN KILL
1-800-662-HELP for help and 1nformat1on.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT
I.
A CHA\CE TO WORK FOR THE \EW E\GLA\D \EWSPAPER
ASSOCIATIO\'S 1991-92 COLLEGE \EWSPAPER OF THE YEAR

'

We are accepting applications starting Nov. 12, 1991 for the positions

/'
C

of The New Hampshire, room 151 in the MUB. You will also need to
arrange for an interview with the current Editor in Chief and
Managing Editor.
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ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary.~ or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.
143.
Heatwave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright, personable individuals to promote our European
skiing and Caribbean Spring
Break trips. Earn free vacation
and big paychecks. For more information, call Gregory at (800)
395-WAVE.
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings available for individuals or student organizations to promote the
country's most successful
SPRING BREAK tours. Call
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013.
FREE SPRING BREAK 1RIPS

to students or student organizations promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call
CMI, 1-800-423-5264.
$10 to $50 COMMISSION. EVERYBOOKING.EVERYTIME.
Heatwave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright, personalble individuals to promote our European
Skiing and Caribbean Spring
Break trips. For more information,
call (800) 395-WAVE.
Models wanted - athletic, attractive, photgenic femals for g1amour photography. Very high earning potential. James 1-800-7325878.
ATTENTION: May 1991 and
Dec.1991 Grads! Excellententry
level sales opp. w/intemational
industry leadery Lanier Worldwide has a number of sale rep.
openings in Greater Bosont area.
Will be recruiting through career
services Monday Dec. 2. Interested candidates apply·on career
service on a first come first serve
basis.

ILOST AND FOUND I
Windsurfing Harness - Chris I have
your harness. Please call 664-5019.

Christmas Trees, Premium Fir
Balsam, Scotch Pine, Potted trees,
wreaths, Christmas Shop, Kindling wood, Balsam acres, Portsmouth Avenue, Greenland, 4362424.
DAYTONA BEACH!! - SPRING
BREAK '92 MAR. 13-22.
Oceanfront hotel on strip. Best
beaches, clubs, & party!! Includes
seven nights hotel, plus deluxe
roundtrip motorcoach. Only
$279 !! (quad. occ.) Call YANKEE
TOURS at 1-800-9DAYTONA,
M-F, 8 a.m-6 p.m.
Airline ticket to Chicago, Ohare
December 24-29 $200. Please
call Marty at (603) 433-1284.

I HOUSING ~ I
DURHAM three-Bedroom apt.
for three people. Available Jan. 15
to May 30. $265/mo./person. Call
868-5350 or 431-0068.
Durham - Student Housing- Walk
to campus. Nice country location
w/plenty of parking. Three-Bedroom available with kitchen and
living room. Call Elaine at 3352685 or 332-2568.
Available second semester,
Newmarket, One bedroom ($310$330) and two bedroom ($425)
apts. Phone 868-2281 evenings.

NEWLY CONVERTED BARN
ON 37 ACRE ESTATE! IN
EPPING! Two bedrooms, full
kitchen, $850/mo, washer+ dryer,
unfurnished, call 679-8383.
Dover-two bedroom. AVA now or
2nd semester. $450/month plus
heat. Hot waterincluded. Off Street
Par~ng 742-6242.
DURHAM Duplex -AVA 2nd semester $1155 per person. Base on
six people, sorry no pets. 7426242.
Dover, unfurnished apt., Kirkland
Street, five large rooms, two-three
bedrooms, off street parking, near
coast bus, sec. dep. $550/month
includes Heat. 436-1882.
DURHAM:
ROOMMATE
WANTED! Share modem three
bedroom apartment. In woods by
pond, furnished, washer, dryer +
dishwasher. Call 332-0107.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED! 2nd semester $225/
mo + utilities. Free parking, walk
to campus, fully furnished. Call
868-6794.
Very large, sunny room with bath,
laundry, cable hook-up. Garage,
storage, countrish location in
Exeter. Could be shared by two.
$350/mo. utilities included. $400/
mo. if two. Useoflargehousewith
fireplace. Welcome! Call 7782822. Must Rent Soon!!!

I

Live at the Coups two, three, four
and five-person units available
for second semester. Call P.J.
Maguire Agency 868-1262.

COMPLETELY FURNISHED
APARTMENT; ONE MILE
FROM T-HALL; ONE and 1/2
BEDROOMS, CARPETED,
OFF-STREET PARING; NONSMOKERSPREFERRED; $550/
MO. PLUS UTILITIES; SECURITY DEPOSIT AND REFERENCES REQUIRED. AVAILABLE DEC. 16, 1991; NEG.
LEASE CALL 868-5037.

Three bedroom apartment for rent
in Lee, NH. Four miles from
Durham on 155. Call Pat at 6595012.

BOARD OF HEALTH APPROVED.
Professional word processing/
typesetting for reports, theses,
correspondence. Tape transcription, date base, laser printing. Experienced, Quick return, Janet
Boyle 659-3578.
AFFORDABLEAUTO SERVICE

& REPAIR general repairs, pre-

ventative maintenance, winterizing, used car appraisals, rust repair. LOW student rates, pick up
Rentaroom atAlphaGammaRho. and delivery in Dover/Durham
$1438 per semester. Includes 15 area. Call 742-4757 ask for Craig.
meals/week, cable, kitchen, cook,
social benefits.
NEED MONEY? - CASH PAID
FOR GOLD JEWELRY, ANY
Newmarket One housemate CONDITION. WED., THUR.,
needed second semester, M or F FRI. NOON-8 P.M. TATTOO
$150/mo plus utilities, right by SHOP, 109 DANIEL ST. PORTSCoast stop. Get your own bed- MOUTH.
room! Call 659-7471.
Word Processing. Top Quality,
Next-day return. Pick up and delivery. $1.65 per page. Diane 942·1
SERVICES I 5881.

u

DECEMBER GRADUATES!
Order your Graduation Announcement, Graduation Party
Invitations and Napkins to celebrate your achievement. Huge
selection! Martha's Markings
(603) 659-6727.

TATTOOED PEOPLE ARE
MORE COLORFUL! TATTOO
SHOP OF PORTSMOUTH ACROSS FROM THE POST
OFFICE. PORTSMOUTH, NH.

Angela Bowen, long time black
lesbian feministactivistand writer
will speak on Multiculturalism
TONIGHT Tuesday, Nov. 26, 7
p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.
TATTOO SHOP OF PORTSMOUTH -ADDING COLOR TO
UNHCAMPUSFOR lOYEARS.
109 DANIEL ST., PORTSMOUTH, NH. 436-0805.

Keep

Warm

DURHAM: Three-five bedroom
farmhouse, avail. Dec. 1, three
miles to UNH, $850/month. Phil
742-9112 or Liz 868-5161.
Lee - fully furnished one bed &
private bath useofkitchen washer/
dryer micro, some storage available, five minutes from UNH.
Quiet area call Karen 659-2254,
$300 incl. util.

STRAFFORD PLACE -Adjacent
to the New England Center - Features include: singles, doubles,
apartments, micros, refrigerators,
laundry facilities, tv & study
lounge, off-street parking - Stop
by our office at 14 Strafford Avenue for rates and to inspect or call
868-2191.

Warm your feet in Birkenstock
clogs and shoes. Rich autumn

NOW OPEN

i

colors; wonderfully comfortable
styles. Sizes for men and women.

Where Authentic Clay
Ovens Cook Kaboos,
Curries, Breads and ·
vegetables spiced to ouri

lik!ng~ ____ §
10%0

Weekdays Mon-Thurs
WITH ffl/S COUPON

EXP. NOV. 30
Mon-thurs

Fri & Sat

Lunch 11-3
Dinner 4-10

Lunch 11-3
Dinner 4-11

Sunday
55 Main St.
Lunch Noon-3 Dover
Dinner 4-10 742-8306
~~~~c,QI

MACRO POLO
MARKET
ST PORTSMOUTH
89
603-436-8338

OPEN DAILY- OPEN LATE

________

~===~~~~~~~~~~~~-=,.II

I_PERSONALS
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Angela Bowen, long time black
lesbian feministactivistand writer
will speak on Multiculturalism
TONIGHT Tuesday, Nov. 26, 7
p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.

Ski ]):ips! Jay Peak: Jan. 31-Feb.
2, Attitash: Feb. 8, Stowe: Feb.
21-23, Cannon: Feb. 15, Sunday
River: March 6-8, Wildcat: March
1. Come join us! Sign up in room
110 in the MUB.
SENIOR-HBOCOME DY ,Mike
McDonald, Nov. 26, 8 p.m. GraniteStateRoom,AllWelcome.
Seniors $2 others $3. Tix at door.
Do you like to have fun? Spring
Break in Jamaica, Florida,
Cancun. Call Kim/Sandy 2-8721,
8723.
Hey Wanka - Here's the personal
you always wanted. (RALPH
NADER). I hope you 're feeling
better after last weekend (RALPH
NADER). Try to stay away from
the cooking oil. (RALPH
NADER). I hope you have a good
weekend with your love monkey.
(RALPH NADER) And thanks
for the cashish. (RALPH

_ _N_E_W_H_A_MP_S_H_IR_E_TUE~S~D~A~Y:....:.N~O~V~E=M=B=E~R~2=6,~1~9~91:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
THE

NADER).

ADOPTION - We will provide a
beautiful life for your baby. Let's
World's Best Skiing! Come check help each other. Call collect (603)
out the UNH Ski Club in room 11 O 929-0388. Barb and Don.
of the MUB. Office hours; Tuesday and Thursday 12 p.m.-2 p.m. Come see the Ultimate consumer
Table hours: Mon. Wed.,+ Friday Advocate Ralph Nader! Monday,
from 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
Dec. 2 Granite State Room MUB
at7:30pm. ·
Attention!! UNH Ski Club offering fun filled trips at low prices! You don't have an odor problem
Weekend and day trips are avail- either, you know. So keep your
able but filling fast. So come~ chin up.
and Ski the slopes!
DEFINITION OF WINGMAN:
Applications for STUDENT AM- One who is not an enemy; one who
BASSADOR available NOW in is on good terms with another, not
AlumniCenter(dueba ckDec.2nd hostile or at variance; one who is
at Alumni Center) Question? Call on the same side in warfare, poliJeff 868-3199, Susan 862-9221, tics, etc.
Sarah 862-8121.
Everything in the world is caused
SENIOR NIGHT - Nicks down- by friction. Frcition causes everytown follonwing Senior Comedy thing. Therefore lubricants are the
Night in the MUB, Nov. 26. Se- most evil thing in the world.
nior T-Shirts $10 will be sold at
show.
Jon Green: Hope you have fun at
the Pixies concert. Spacious ...
In lieu of the blasphemous "dirty
laundry'' (appropriate pun) ap- It's a word! It's a phrase! It's
pearing in the previous ads, it is Letterman!!!
only fair to say: "Zoomie is the
greatest of all times. In the history Peter and Rich, here's one for you.
of rugby there has been none
greater." (Justdon'taskhim WHO To the Peruvian missionary,
tackled him at the party, or how Way to build those helicopter pads,
much SHE weighed.)
and in the name of God too!
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The New Hampshire would
like you to know that we are
trying to be more
environmentally conscious.
Starting as soon as possible, we
will be printing only 7,000
copies of TNH as opposed to
8,000. This is because now,
there are too many copies
littering dining halls and
buildings on campus. TNH
encourages you to help the
environment by sharing TNH.
Grab one copy for your
apartment. Share TNH with a
roommate. Help us to make a
difference.
Nishiki
Haro

Bicycles
868-5634

Made in U.S.A.

DURHAM BIK

-All -.......-v~Clothing
cats Closet in the MUB
Now thru December 13
[Z]

<Merrimack room open M - F 10 - s only>

II
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It's not just another way for you
· to spend your money.
It's away to help you save it.
Now, get the Card and get
Stu~ent Privileg~s. Special
savings created JUSt for you.
Only from American Express.
If you think the American Express® Card is
simply another way to buy things, we'd like
to share some valuable news with you: Since
you're a student, the Card can actually help
you save.
Become a Student Cardmember today, and
.,you'll automatically get American Express®
Student Privileges,"' our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and special
offers. All designed just for you-with more
of what you need, for more value from the
money you spend.

Use your certificates to visit friends at other
schools, see your family back home or enjoy
yourself during a vacation. And the best part:
Each certificate could save you as much as
. $250 over regular Continental Airlinesfares

our exclusi\·c studern nla~.:iL; r,:?, A1:.-~~=- ic~~

on a coast-to -coast t-:-ip.
OUR NEWEST ADVANTAGE: UP TO
30 MINUTES.. OF FREE MCI LONG-DISTANCE
CALLING EVERY MONTH FORA YEAR

lll

3 ROUNDTRIPS ON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES-AT A PRICE THAT
REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy
this great deal on Continental Airlines:
three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189
each-depending on where you're going~
What's more, these certificates are good anywhere Continental Airlines flies in the 48
contiguous states.

Express® Card CONNECTIONS-where you'll
also find valuable ideas and information
about college life today
A GOOD INVESTMENT, A GREAT VALUE

Talk about value. Now the Card can
also help you save on your longdistance calls. In total, you
could save more than $44
when you enroll and use
the American Express
Card as a calling card.
And you don't even have to
change your current longa.a
distance company.

~CJ

Continental

a college budget. This year alone, Student
Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,
Eddie Bauer, MTV and ArtCarved class rings,
among others.
You'll find your certificates in each issue of

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,
MUSIC ... AND MORE

Student Privileges Value Certificates give
you the savings you need on the things
you want-a sure way to make the most of

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all
these savings, as well as all the traditional
benefits of Cardmembership-like
the personal attention you can get
24 hours a day from our Customer
Service representatives.
And because you settle your account in
full each month, you won't pay atiy finance
charges-which can save you even more.
All of which goes to show that the
American Express Card is an exceptional
value. Because while there are many ways
for you to spend your ■
e IClMol TRAVEL
money, there are few
s RELATED
that help you save it.
SERVICES
®
Apply today.
An Amerw::an Express company

• To be eligible, you must be approved by December 31, 1991.
•• Acredit of up to $3.70 for calls will appear on ~ch billing statement
for 12 months after enrollment. $3.70 is equal to the charges for a
domestic 30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call
and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by
December 31, 1991.
© 1991 American Express Travel.Related Services Company, Inc.

Get the Card today. Call 1-800-942-AMEX.

TNH Photo graph ers Meeti ng
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Football

Final Yankee Conference Standings

Team

Y.C.

Points

Opponent

Overall

Points

Opponent

Next Opponent

l{aiiita■1;10,i1111iitllf!ltiitiillill1Mfili!rY!ffllii111i1111z11Bil1t!l!!r!!]ililliili!iili1tffJ.141i11ui,1111■tBliil\ii.irlli:;J;\ll1l
Massachusetts

3-5

151

150

4-7

205

208

season over

Rhode Island

3-5

155

249

6-5

266

330

season over

Maine

2-6

130

244

3-7

210

333 ·

season over

Results from 11/23/91
URI20
UConn 10

UNH35
UMass 28

William & Mary 49
Richmond 7

Villanova 14
Fordham 9

Dartmouth 31
Princeton 13

Miami 19
BC 14

UNH Statistics
Rushing
Att.
Bourassa
230
Cripps
50
Gallagher
36
24
McClinton
TOTALS
340
Punt/Kick Returns ,
Bryan
Bourassa
Punting
No.
Gordon
16
51
Kutz
AU.
Field Goals
Hjelte
6

Yards Avg Per Game
102.7
1130
4.9
22.2
200
4.0
226
6.3
20.5
120
5.0
10.9
4.4
1676
175.1
No.
Yards
50
567
21
596
Yards
541
1752
Made

5

Team

TP
15
1
1
1
18

Long
97
18
53
22
97

Avg.
33.8
34.4
Long
36

Passing
Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD
Griffin
311-163-17 2469
22
Green
39-18-4
296
3
Pass Receiving No.
TD
Yards
Perry
47
843
8
Bourassa
426
36
5
Gamble ·
35
673
7
Gallagher
31
372
2
Chmura
15
222
3
TOTALS
164
2536
25
Defense Top Three Tacklers
McGrath
105
Gordon .
79
Sabb
66

Long
43
54

Hockey East

Long Sacks
86
9
43
1
Long
86
58
70
44

38
86

• ~ Overall

W

L

T

PTS. GF

GA

W

L

T

GF

GA

2. Lowell

3

0

0

6

17

12

6

3

0

40

34

4. Boston College

3

2

0

6

16

14

4

5

1

30 .

44

6. Boston University

1

3

0

2

15

28

5

3

0

34

35

8. Merrimack

O

3

0

·0

5

8

5

5

0

26

27

NEW HAMPSHIRE 35
MASSACHUSETTS 28
UNH
7 7 7 14 - 35
UMass
0 7 9 12 - 28
NH-Gamble 70 pass from Griffin (Hjelte
kick)

UM-Bledsoe 16 run (Maguire kick)
NH-Bourassa 1 run (Hjelte kick)
UM-FG Maguire 25
NH-Perry 11 pass from Griffin (Hjelle
kick)

UM-Tulley 25 interception return (Run
failed)
NH-Chmura 6 pass from Griffin (Hjelle
kick)
NH-Gamble 20 pass from Griffin (Hjelle
kick)
UM-George 1 run (pass failed)
UM-Thimes 16 pass from Fasano (PAT
not attempted)

A-4,126.

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Return yards
Comp-au-int
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of possession

NH
16
34-98
366
108
18-33-2
6-32.8
4-3
6-71
25:26

UM
22

49-171
215
180
15-26-1
8-38.8
4-2
5-40
34:34

Men
UNH Scoring leaders
Name
Amodeo
Mitrovic
Flanagan
Morrow
Klym
Stewart
Messina
Donovan
Flinton
McGrath
Blow
R
11
usse
Dexter
Thomson
Malone
Jensen
Cooper
Chebator
McGinn
Poole
Abel
Levy

Go.

A

10
5

11

11

10

1
5
0
3
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15
6
6
7
2
6

1
2.
4
2
2
2
l
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Hockey Poll

Hockey

Hockey

Football

Pts.
21
20
17
16
8
7
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
0

,O

0
0
0
0

Women
UNH, 3-0
at Providence, RI
UNH(l-0)................0 2 1 - 3
Brown.....................O O O · 0
First Period- No scoring.
Penalties- UNH, Shawna Davidson (trip);
UNH, Colleen Coyne (int); UNH, Coyne
(delay).
Second Period- UNH, Wendy
Tatarouns (Stephanie Knox, Jocelyn
Johnson) 15:20; UNH, Johnson (Sue Merz,
Karyn Bye) 17:44.
Penalties- UNH, Amy McPhee (roughing).
Third Period- UNH, Shawna
Davidson (unassisted) 17:56.
Penalties- UNH, Davidson (Check); UNH,
Merz (roughing); UNH, Tatarouns
(holding).
Saves- UNH, Laura Stiles, 6-3-

7 16; Brown, Kate Presbrey 21-21-17 59.

Yankee
Forecast
TheYankee Forecast picked all six games
correctly Saturday.

1. Maine (6-1-0) (12)
2. Michigan (8-1-2) (8)
3. Clarkson (6-1-0) (3)
4. Lake Superior SL (8-2-0)
5. UNH(8-0-0) (2)
6. Minnesota (8-4-0)
7. North Michigan (7-3-2)
8. Michigan St. (5-2-2)
9. Boston Univ. (5-3-0)
10. St. Lawrence (5-2-0)

20T.Furman

Football Poll
Team

2.
3.
4.
5.

E. Kentucky
Holy Cross
N. Iowa
Alabama St.
6. Delaware

7. Villanova
8. Marshall
9. Middle Tenn. St.
10. Samford
11. UNH
12. Sam Houston St.
13. Youngstown St.
14. Western Illinois
15. Weber St.
16. James Madison

· 8-3-0
7-3-1
6-3-2
7-4-0
7-4-0

NCAA Division
I-AA playoffs

First place votes in parenthesis.

1. Nevada

17. Appalachian St.
18. NE Louisiana
19. McNeese St.
20T. Citadel

Record
11-0-0
10-1-0
11-0-0
10-1-0
9-0-1
10-1-0
10-1-0

8-3-0
8-3-0
10-1-0
9-2-0

8-2-1

8-3-0
7-3-1

8-3-0
8-3-0

First round
November 30
McNeese St. at Nevada
Villanova at Youngstown St.
James Madison at Delaware
Samford at New Hampshire
Appalachian St. at E. Kentucky
Sam Houston St. at Midd. Tenn.
Weber St. at Northern Iowa
W. Illinois at Marshall

The Line
UNHover
Samford St.

by 5 1/2

sr.a.:~~ ______________
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Upcoming events:
Tuesday, November 26
wo·men's basketball vs
Brown at 6:15 p.m.
Women's hockey vs
Dartmouth at 7 p.m.
Men's basketball vs Yale at
8:15 p.m.

Wednesday, November 27
Men's hockey vs AlaskaAnchorage at 7 p.m.

Saturday, November 30
Women's hockey at
Princeton at 12 p.m.
Men's hockey vs
Clarkson at 7 p.m.

Powell shines bright,
Wildcats fire blanks
Freshman point guard has record-breaking debut
By Patrick Duffey
The Friars, playing at home in
TNH Staff
front of 8,907 fans, finished with
When UNH plays Providence, five players in double figures. Tony
the Wildcats aren't expected to Turner scored 12 points to lead
win. Providence has great size, Providence, and as a team, the
speed and every year the Friars get . Friars hit48.4 percent of their shots.
some of the best recruits in the The bigger players from Provicountry. But Friday night in dence took advantage of their size,
Providence, the Wildcats beat out-rebounding the Cats 62-35.
themselves.
Powell got UNH going early,
As a team, UNH shot 21-74, sinking a th:ee-pointer off of the
for a poor 28.4 percent on the way opening tap to put the Wildcats up
to a 92-73 loss. And when 3-0. UNH's defense forced a
Providence started to pull away in Providence record 32 turnovers,
the first half, UNH only made nine but the Wildcats usually were unshots out of 38 attempts, and fell able to convert the turnovers into
behind 50-32.
points, often missing easy shots.
"We had a lot of good shots
"I feel like I made a lot of
early on, butjustcouldn'tgetthem mistakes," said Powell.
to go down," said head coach Jim
Providence was up 16-10 with
Boylan.
about 13 miutes left in the first
One Wildcat who wasn't half, when the combination of the
missing was freshman Jose Powell. Friar's pressure defense and the
Powell lead UNH with 30 points, Wildcat's ice cold shooting lead to
going 16 for 17 from the foul line. a big run by the Big East team. By
The performance was a school best halftime, Providence was up by 20
fora Wildcat debut. Unfortunately, points.
he was the only Cat in double
In the second half, the Provifigures.
dence lead grew to 30 points, as

STUDENT
SPECIAL

UNH

Athlete
of the
Week Name;
presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPORTS

38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824

Sport;

the taller Friars simply out-rebounded the Wildcats. UNH never
got on track, and hurt itself by
forcing some poor shots early in
the half.
"We didn't quit," said
Boylan. "We played against a
team with great athletes."
For UNH, senior James Ben
scored eight, Matt Neimeier seven
and Jeff Carr six. 32 of the 74
shots taken by the Wildcats were
attempted by freshmen.
"I don't think we played in
fear of them," said Powell. "We
just went out there right at them."
UNH has not had much luck
against Providence in past years.
The last time the Wildcats beat the
Friars was in 1930 by a score of
27-23. Maybe next year will be
the one.
Next up for the Wildcats is
Tuesday night's home opener
against Yale at 8: 15 p.m. The
game will be the second part of a
double header as the Wildcat
women's team will play Brown at
6 p.m. in Lundholm Gymnasium.

Jose Powell
Basketball

University of New Hampshire
freshman Jose Powell became
the first freshman in school
history to score 30 points with
his performance in his first
collegiate game ever. Powell
had 30 points and a team
leading four assists in UNH' s
season opening 92-73 loss to
Providence College before 8,907
appreciative fans at the
Providence Civic Center.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

SEMESTER
EMBERSHIP
IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY A
MEMBER OF THE DURHAM
FITNESS CENTER AND BRING IN A
FRIEND WHO IS NOT CURRENTLY A
MEMBER YOU CAN BOTH JOIN FOR
A SEMESTER FOR $99!
OFFER EXPIRES DEC 10, 1991!
(603) 868-6555
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
M-F:6AM-9PM SAT:8AM-3PM SUN:9AM-7PM

',
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Griffin at the helm
stomping grounds, (an Athol,
Mass. native) when he dismantled
the Minutemen of UMass 35-28.
For the second straight year, Griffin guided UNH over UMass and
received the Bill Knight Award as
the game's MVP.
He tied a school record
with four touchdown passes, and
completed 18 of33 for 366 yards.
The numbers were enough for a
Coca-Cola Gold Helmet award,
noting the top player in New EnOn a team loaded with thoroughbreds, Matt Griffin holds the
reins.
Four years ago, when he
took his first snap at UNH, Griffin
joined a long legacy of premier
signalcallershereinDurham. Both
QBs prior to Griffin had received
NFL attention (Bob Jean and Mark
Carr) so Matt was in good company for comparison.
It seems Wil~cat quarterbacks are expected to throw for
300 yards a game, and when they
do, the feat is overlooked. This
year the likes of offensive foes
Barry Bourassa,John Perry, David
Gamble and Mike Gallagher have
often cast a shadow on 'Griff, but
he's certainly no secret.
"He's the leader and it
really shows," said David Gamble,
"He's the one who leads us, when
he's hot, we're hot. That's the way
it works."
UMass defenders could
vouch for that notion after last
, Saturday's thumping of the opposition to end the regular season.
Griffin wasn't far from his old

New n~m~Sljire, 1:~ .f

4:;I.

vs.

SAMFORD
UNH VS. SAMFORD Saturday,
November 30, 1991 at 12:05 p.m.
SAMFORD QUIK FACTS:
Record: 10-1
Location: Birmingham, Alabama
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 4-3
Final NCAA I-AA Rank: 10
Coach: Terry Bowden, (5th year,
35-18-1 overall)
Alma mater: West Virginia ,78
Notes: 10 wins in a season is the
most ever for a Samford team.
Like UNH, this is
Samford's first ever NCAA I-AA
bid.
Head coach Terry Bowden
is the son of Florida State coach
Bobby Bowden.

UNH quarterback Matt Griffin fires the ball downfield (Scott Withers/TNH StafT.photo).
has 23 throughout the '91 campaign.
A co-captain of this
year's squad, Griffin's most influential statements are usually on
the field.

gland.
Griffin's optimal task at
the helm is to win, and that category now speaks for itself. No
other recent QB has placed the

· ... <H(;)C~~:Y,.fi-~111.p}lg¢ i~
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PLAYERS TO WATCH:

-Quarterback Ben Wiggins (6-0,
"It's nice," said Griffin 196, So.), has set several single
after learning of his Gold Helmet season passing records for the
selection, "The big thing is win- Bulldogs. Wiggins owns school
ning down there (at UMass). We records in passing attempts (395)
played a good game, we really and completions (207) at 52 perdid."
cent. Wiggins has thrown for 2,532
yards with 17 touchdowns and 13
interceptions.

.. ... .. .. ... . ... .. .. ... . . .. . ..

.

..
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(rough.ingt6:37; S.tewart, NH (elbowing), 12:15.
BJ'.e,lllWl/~tJ:.(itiih ~~driria).13:37. Linna/BU
(hOC>~g);'16:49;•BayiS:. l.lU(c~ss .checking) ·
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"The game could be on
the line and 'Griff would just be
like 'no problem.' He' so calm out
there," said Lee McClin ton earlier
this year.
"I myself can speak for
the group of seniors, we just try to
go out and lead by example," said
Griffin.
Griffin's composure is
balanced with modesty, as his
accolades from last week seemed
deserving, yet minimal to Matt.

I . . , I:><~-: ./,.r:1-

Compiled by Kevin Gray

(Vacbon~·ca"shni'an)/9.:4st2,<au Friedman 2

r.::rU:.7,::t.';tu(£).

Wildcats into NCAA action following the season's end, and this
season's success may be his most
prized possession.
The record books are kept
open on Griffin, since he's only
the second UNH signal-caller to
pass for 5,000 yards. Only Bob
Jean, a 1985 Cincinnati Bengals
draftee, has passed for more yardage than Griffin. Last week, Griffin broke Jean's record for most
touchdowns in a season. He now

··v\7 I

S,fi~i~1

-Wide receiver Brian James (6-0,
185, Sr.), is the school's all-time
reception leader with 133 catches
for 2,372 yards ... He is the only
Bulldog to ever surpass the 2,000
yard mark. James also returns
kickoffs.
-Place kicker Michael O'Neal (58, 160, Jr.), Is Samford's leading
scorer with 71 points entering last
week. His longest field goal of the
season is 4 7 yards.

UNHNOTES:
-The 'Cats face the 'Dogs for the
first time ever.
-UNH clinched a tie with Villanova
and Delaware for the Yankee Conference title on Saturday with a
35-28 victory at UMass. It marks
the first YC title since 1976.
-Matt Griffin earned Coca-Cola
Gold Helmet honors last week, as
the top player in New England.
Griffin completed 18of33 for3(i6
yards and tied a school record with
four TD passes.
-John Perry has caught at least one
pass in 30 consecutive games.
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UNH ATHLETICS

Bring it on

Men's hockey knocks off BU in incredible comeback win
By Steve Lankier
TNH Staff
The men's hockey team
huddled together at center ice. The
players hugged each other and
banged high fives in celebration.
Then in one swift move, the players
faced the 'Cathouse fans, knocked
their sticks on the ice and raised
them in salute.

The sold-out Snively
crowd responded with a standing
ovation. The 'Cats had done it After trailing 3-0, the team answered
the fans' never-surrender cheers and
came back to win 7-4 against Boston University.
"They're the best fans in
the country," said Savo Mitrovic.
''They were phenomenal tonight.

They stuck with us when we were
down and they were there when we
won."
The victory raised UNH's
record to 8-0 overall and 3-0 in
Hockey East. Tied for the division
lead, the 'Cats also jumped up a
notch to fifth in the national polls.
"This is a great day for
UNH," said head coach Dick Umile.

The men's hockey team celebrates its come-from-behind victory against Boston University (Nate
Rowe/TNH Staff photo).

"This is what we work for. This
team is never going to give up."
The 'Cats got the attack
started with 1: 13 left in the second
period. UNH captain Savo Mitrovic
fired a shot at the BU net from the
left circle. The puck trickled past
Terrier goalie Scott C~shman and
slowly edged its way over the goal
line.
When the puck went in the
net, Mitrovic got his 50th career
goal and UNH was awarded a huge
penalty. Scott Morrow was cross
checked viscously by BU's John
Lilley giving the 'Cats a five-minute
power play that would eventually
prove too much for the BU defense.
The period ended with UNH down
3-2, but Lilley still had 3:47 left to
serve in the box.
In the final period, the Terriers crumbled quickly under the
sticks of the 'Cats. As Lilley
watched on, UNH scored four unanswered power play goals. Joe
Flanagan started the scoring spree
when he nailed in his 70th career
goal on a slapshot from the left
circle at :58; Glenn Stewart lifted
one over Cashman's glove hand at
1:45; Domenic Amodeo put in his
50th career goal with a blast off the
inside of the right post at 2:35; And
Morrow repaid Lilley for his cheap
shot with a beautiful backhand with

just four seconds left in the penalty.
The four goals in 3:33, gave UNH a
commanding 6-3 lead.
"That was definite! y the tum
around in the game," said Domenic
Amodeo of the power play. "We ·just
wanted to tie the game up and then
the power play just started to click."
Even BU coach Jack Parker
commented on the crucial penalty. "I
thought the power play demoralized
us a bit."
BU made a last-ditch effort
for a comeback when Doug Friedman
putonepastJeffLevyat 11:19. Levy
was flawless for the final minutes of
the game. The sophomore goalie
made 13 saves in the final period,
including a glove save that would've.
made a shortstop smile.
At 19:03, Stewart scored
on an empty BU net to seal the come
from behind 7-4 victory. The 'Cats
won the game with an unstoppable
power play unit, some excellent penalty killing and a "take no prisoner"
attitude that has guided them all year.
"This team has a great attitude," said Umile. "This is a real
good hockey team."
,
After being down 2-0 at the
end of period one, the team still had
faith. "We just weren't getting the
bounces," said center Kevin
Thomson. "Once we get the bounces,
Hockey, see page 27

A dynasty continues
M cCurdy gets 250th career win,
women's hockey beats Brown3-0
By Michael Hayward
TNH Staff
As the final seconds ticked
away during the women's hockey
match up with Brown, UNH knew it
had just given its coach, Russ
McCurdy,anighttoremember. Not
only did the 'Cats win 3-0 in the
teams first regular season game, it
was also McCurdy's 250th career
win.
The 1991-92seasonmarks
McCurdy's 15th year at the helm of
the women's ice hockey team. He
has more wins than any active coach
at UNH with a record of 250-30-8.
During those 15 years his team has
also won four Eastern Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Championships, four
Eastern College Athletic Conference titles and two University Cups,
which are given to those who signify
excellence in American and Canadian women's ice hockey.
To top all that off,

McCurdy has recently been named
to be the head coach of the U.S.
National Women's Ice Hockey
Team, which will compete in the
1992 International Ice Hockey Federation Women's World Hockey
ChampionshipinHelsinki,Finland.
McCurdyreceivedhisfirst
win in 1977 when the 'Cats defeated
Colby College, 8-4. His first four
seasons as head coach did not see a
single loss as he attained 72-0-1
record.
It wasn't until late in the
second period when the 'Cats scored
the first and winning goal. Freshman Wendy Tatarouns scored her
first collegiate goal on a pass play
from sophomores Stephanie Knox
and Jocelyn Johnson.
But the 'Cats weren't finished with that period yet. With
only 16 seconds left, it was
Johnson's turn to the scoring. With
the power play in favor of UNH,

Johnson took an assist from both
sophomore Sue Merz and junior
captain Karyn Bye to net her first
goaloftheseasonpastBrowngoalie
Kate Presbrey.
In the third .period, the
'Cats kept up the fierce bombardment of shots, but were unable to
score until four seconds left in the
game as senior assistant captain
Shawna Davidson picked up the
puck at the blue-line and fired a
hard shot from the point to score
UNH's third and final goal.
The score of the game really doesn 'treflect the Wilcat's play
during the game. WH outshot
Brown 62-16, but Presbey was on
fire turning away 59 shots. 'Cats
senior goalie Laura Stiles got her
first win and shutout of the season
as she had 16 saves in the game.
The Wildcat's next game
is tonight at 7 p.m. as Dartmouth
visits Snively Arena.

